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The Causal Effect of Education on Earnings

ABSTRACT

This paper surveys the recent literature on the causal relationship between education and earnings. 

I focus on four areas of work:

C theoretical and econometric advances in modeling the causal effect of education in the

presence of heterogeneous returns to schooling.

C recent studies that use institutional aspects of the education system to form instrumental

variables estimates of the return to schooling.

C recent studies of the earnings and schooling of twins.

C recent attempts to explicitly model sources of heterogeneity in the returns to education.

Consistent with earlier surveys of the literature, I conclude that the average (or average marginal)

return to education is not much below the estimate that emerges from a standard human capital

earnings function fit by OLS.  Evidence from recent studies of identical twins suggests a small

upward "ability" bias -- on the order of 10 percent.  A consistent finding among studies using

instrumental variables based on institutional changes in the education system is that the estimated

returns to schooling are 20-40 percent above the corresponding OLS estimates.  Part of the

explanation for this finding may be that marginal returns to schooling for certain subgroups --

particularly relatively disadvantaged groups with low education outcomes -- are higher than the

average marginal returns to education in the population as a whole.

David Card
Department of Economics
549 Evans Hall
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA  94720-3880



     See Cohn and Addison (1997) for a selective review of recent international studies, and1

Psacharopoulos (1985, 1994) for a broad overview of the international literature on schooling and
earnings.

The Causal Effect of Education on Earnings

Introduction and Overview

Education plays a central role in modern labor markets.  Hundreds of studies in many different

countries and time periods have confirmed that better-educated individuals earn higher wages,

experience less unemployment, and work in more prestigious occupations than their less-educated

counterparts.   Despite the overwhelming evidence of a positive correlation between education and1

labor market status, social scientists have been cautious to draw strong inferences about the causal

effect of schooling.  In the absence of experimental evidence, it is very difficult to know whether the

higher earnings observed for better-educated workers are caused by their higher education, or

whether individuals with greater earning capacity have chosen to acquire more schooling.

Economists' interest in this issue was stimulated in the late 1950s by growth accounting

exercises which found that rising education levels could explain much of post-war U.S. productivity

growth, leaving little room for technological change (see Becker, 1964 and Griliches, 1970 for

example).  Skeptics noted that this conclusion was only valid if the observed cross-sectional earnings

differences between education groups reflected true productivity differentials, rather than inherent

ability differences that happened to be correlated with education (e.g. Denison, 1964).  The

emergence of large-scale microeconomic data sets in the 1960s lead to an outpouring of research on

education and earnings, much of it focussed on the issue of "ability bias" in the earnings differentials

between more- and less-educated workers.  In his landmark survey of the 1960s and 1970s literature,

Griliches (1977) concluded that such biases were small -- potentially even smaller than other biases

that lead measured earnings differences to understate the causal effect of education.  In his earlier
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     Becker (1964, p. 88, footnote 30) offered the following interpretation of the prevailing2

opinion on the importance of ability biases:  "A more cynical explanation would be that vocal
observers are themselves primarily successful college graduates and, therefore, naturally biased
toward the view that ability is a major cause of the high earnings received by college graduates." 

review of the evidence, Becker (1964) had similarly concluded that ability biases were overstated by

critics of the human capital paradigm.   Despite the careful reasoning of these earlier surveys,2

however, many analysts continue to believe that the measured partial correlation between schooling

and earnings significantly overstates the true causal effect of education, and that findings to the

contrary are counter-intuitive.

The aim of this chapter is to survey and interpret some of the most recent evidence on the

causal relationship between schooling and earnings.  I focus on four key areas of research:

(1) theoretical and econometric advances in modelling the causal effect of education in the presence

of heterogenous returns to schooling

(2) recent studies that use institutional aspects of the education system as "exogenous" sources of

variation in education outcomes

(3) recent studies of the earnings and schooling outcomes of twins

(4) recent studies that explicitly model heterogeneity in the returns to education across groups or

individuals.

A unifying theme in much of this work is that the return to education is not a single parameter in the

population, but rather a random variable that may vary with other characteristics of individuals, such

as family background, ability, or level of schooling.  In my opinion, this broader view of the effect of

education helps to reconcile the various findings in the literature, and provides a useful framework

for generating new hypotheses and insights about the connection between education and earnings.
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The chapter begins with a brief overview of the so-called human capital earnings function,

which is the primary econometric model that economists use to measure the return to education.  I

then present an extended discussion of a simple theoretical model of endogenous schooling that is

helpful in interpreting recent empirical studies.  Finally, I present a selective review and synthesis of

some of the most interesting new work on education and earnings.

I.  The Human Capital Earnings Function

Recent studies of education and wage determination are almost always embedded in the

framework of Mincer's (1974) human capital earnings function (HCEF).  According to this model,

the log of individual earnings (y) in a given time period can be decomposed into an additive function

of a linear education term and a quadratic experience term:

(1) log y = a + bS + cX + dX  + e,2

where S represents years of completed education, X represents the number of years an individual has

worked since completing schooling, and e is a statistical residual.  In the absence of direct information

on experience  Mincer proposed the use of "potential experience": the number of years an individual

of age A could have worked, assuming he started school at age 6, finished S years of schooling in

exactly S years, and began working immediately thereafter: X / A - S - 6.  Although Mincer derived

this equation from a theoretical model of schooling choice and post-schooling training decisions, the

basic patterns of variation of earnings by age and education had been known at least since the early
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     Miller (1955, pp. 64-67) displays the age profiles of annual earnings data for men in the 19503

Census for three different education groups and remarks on both the concave nature of these
profiles, and the fact that the profile for better-educated men peaks about 10 years later than the
profile for less-educated men.  Miller's analysis of the 1960 Census data (Miller, 1966) confirmed
these same tendencies.

     In most U.S. data sets, for example, S takes on 18 or 20 discrete values and A ranges from 164

to 66, implying a maximum of about 1000 points in the range of F( ).  Zheng (1996) uses formal
testing methods to compare the fit of expanded various versions of (1) to kernel density estimates
using March 1990 Current Population Survey data.

1950s (e.g. Miller, 1955).    Thus the HCEF can be seen as an extraordinarily successful marriage of3

inductive and deductive reasoning.

a. Functional Form

The simple specification of equation (1) immediately raises a number of questions that have

been addressed directly and indirectly over the past 20 years.  Many of these concern functional form.

Mincer's equation can be regarded as an approximation to a general functional form:

log y = F(S,A) + e.

Since both S and A are measured as discrete variables in most data sets, the function F( ) can be

estimated non-parametrically by including a complete set of dummy variables for all (S,A) pairs, or

by using non-parametric smoothing methods (e.g. kernel density estimators) in smaller data sets.4

Alternatively, researchers have added higher-order terms in schooling and age or experience to (1)

and examined the improvement in fit relative to Mincer's original specification.  A comprehensive

study along the latter lines by Murphy and Welch (1990) concluded that a generalization of Mincer's

model:

(1') log y = a + bS + g(X) + e,
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     The samples include 102,718 men and 95,360 women age 16-66 with positive potential5

experience and average hourly earnings between $2.00 and $150.00 in 1995 dollars.  Fifty-three
percent of the sample have 10, 12, or 16 years of schooling and are used in graphs.  The
regression models are fit by gender to all education groups and include a linear education term, a
cubic in experience, and a dummy variable for individuals of black race.

where g is a third or possibly fourth-order polynomial, provides a significant improvement in fit.

Some recent evidence on the shape of the F( ) function and the performance of a specification

like (1') is provided in Figure 1, which shows actual age-earnings profiles for men and women using

pooled samples from the 1994-95-96 March Current Population Surveys.  The data represent mean

log hourly earnings by single year of age for individuals with 10, 12 and 16 years of education.

Plotted along with the actual means are the fitted values obtained from models like (1') that include

a cubic term in potential experience.   Comparisons of the fitted and actual data suggest that age-5

earnings profiles for U.S. men and women are fairly smooth, and are reasonably well-approximated

by a simple variant of the standard human capital earnings function.  Nevertheless, even a cubic

version of Mincer's model has some trouble fitting the precise curvature of the age profiles for

different education groups in recent U.S. data.  In particular, the fitted models tend to understate the

growth rate of earnings for younger college-educated men and women relative to high-school

graduates, suggesting the need for more flexible interactions between education and experience.  For

some purposes these mis-specifications may not matter much.  In other applications, however, biases

in the fitted age profiles of different education groups may lead to serious misunderstandings.

b. Measurement of Education

In addition to imposing separability between the effects of education and experience, the

standard human capital earnings function dictates that log earnings are a linear function of years of
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     In fact, the education coefficient in any statistical model of wages (or earnings) is generally6

referred to as the "return to education", regardless of what other control variables are included in
the model.  This can lead to some confusion when age rather than potential experience (X) is
included as a control, since the derivative of equation (1) with respect to schooling holding
constant age is b-c-2dX.  Thus the "return to education" is generally lower in models that control
for age rather than experience (Mincer, 1974, p. 84).

     Historically there were some inter-state differences in education systems in the U.S.: for7

example, South Carolina had only three years of high school in the early 20th century.

completed education.  There are two (related) hypotheses embedded in this specification: first, that

the correct measure of education is the number of years of completed education; and second, that

each additional year of schooling has the same proportional effect on earnings, holding constant years

in the labor market.  Assuming that these conditions are satisfied, the coefficient b in equation (1)

completely summarizes the effect of education in the labor market.  It is now conventional to refer

to b as "the return to education".   As shown in Willis (1986, p. 532) if (1) or (1') is correctly6

specified then b is in fact the internal rate of return to schooling investments, assuming that education

is free and that students earn nothing while in school.

The use of years of completed education as a measure of schooling has a long history in the

United States.  Such data were collected in the 1940-1980 Decennial Censuses and in the Current

Population Surveys from the 1940s to the early 1990s.  Years of schooling has substantial face

validity in the U.S. education system, but is less natural in countries with multiple education streams

(e.g. Germany or France) where high school graduation may entail different years of schooling

depending on whether a student plans to go to university, vocational college, or start work right

away.7

Even within the U.S. many analysts have argued that credentials (such as a high school

diploma or college degree) matter more than years of schooling per se.  This hypothesis has come to
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     See also Goodman (1979). 8

be known as the "sheepskin effect" -- the existence of wage premiums for fulfilling the final years of

elementary school, high school, or college.  Hungerford and Solon (1987) and Belman and Heywood

(1991) augment a standard earnings function like (1) with variables to capture non-linearities at 8,

12, or 16 years of education.  These authors find some evidence of non-linearity, especially around

the 16th year of schooling (corresponding to college graduation).   Park (1994) analyzed a large8

sample of CPS data and concluded that most of the apparent non-linearity at 16 years of education

arises from the relatively small difference in earnings between individuals with 14 and 15 years of

schooling (i.e., an exceptionally low return to the 15th year of schooling, rather than an exceptionally

high return to the 16th year of schooling).  Apart from this feature, Park shows that the linear

functional form provides a surprisingly good fit to the data.

 Despite economists' general satisfaction with the traditional measure of schooling, in the late

1980s the U.S. Census Bureau decided to shift toward a degree-based system of measuring post-high-

school education (see Kominski and Siegel, 1992).  Thus, individuals in the 1990 Census and recent

Current Population Surveys were no longer asked how many years of college they had completed:

rather they were asked to report their college degrees.  This change makes it more difficult to

estimate the standard human capital earnings model with recent U.S. data, or to measure changes in

the structure of education-related wage differentials.  Nevertheless, a concordance between the older

years- of-education variable and the new degree-based variable can be constructed from a cross-

tabulation of responses to the two questions included in a supplement to the February 1990 CPS.
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     See Park (1994, 1996) for further analysis of the linearity assumption.9

     I use men in this age range to abstract from the effects of experience.  As shown in Figure 1a,10

after age 40 the age-earnings profiles of different education groups are roughly parallel.

     Individuals with a medical or law degree, for example, have at least 20 years of schooling,11

and many have more.

Use of this concordance provides some rather surprising support for the linearity assumption

embedded in Mincer's original specification.  9

Figure 2 shows wage and schooling data for a sample of men age 40-55 in the 1994-95-96

CPS.   Mean log wages for each education group (for example, men with a junior college or10

Associates degree in an academic program, denoted by "AA-Academic" in the graph) are graphed

against the mean number of years of education for the group measured in the February 1990

concordance.  Apart from men who report 11 years of schooling, or 12 years with no high school

degree, the data for individuals with between 7 and 18 years of education lie remarkably close to a

line that joins the high school graduates and the college graduates (superimposed on the figure).  The

two highest-education groups are also off the line.  My guess is that this reflects the censoring of the

years-of-schooling variable, which was only reported to a maximum of 18 years.   Based on the11

patterns in Figure 2, it may be reasonable to assign an estimate of the years of completed education

to each reported education class and assume a linear functional form.

c. Which Measure of Earnings?

The literature on the human capital earnings function has analyzed a variety of earnings

measures -- annual, weekly, hourly --  almost always in logarithmic form.  The popularity of the log

transformation reflects several factors.  For one, the distribution of log earnings (especially log hourly
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wages) is surprisingly close to a normal distribution.  Other things equal, many data analysts would

therefore prefer to model the log of earnings.  Another practical reason for using the log

transformation is the apparent success of the standard (semi-logarithmic) human capital earnings

function.  As demonstrated in Figures 1a and 1b, the distribution of log earnings across age and

education groups is closely-approximated by the sum of a linear schooling term and a polynomial in

experience.  Conditional on the functional form of the right-hand side of equation (1), Heckman and

Polachek (1974) investigated alternative transformations of earnings and concluded that the log

transformation is the best in the Box-Cox class.  Finally, and perhaps as important as any other

consideration, the log transformation is convenient for interpretation.

The choice of time frame over which to measure earnings is often dictated by necessity: some

data sets report annual earnings whereas others report hourly or weekly wages.  Since individuals

with higher schooling tend to work more, the measured return to schooling will be higher for weekly

or annual earnings than for hourly earnings.  This fact is illustrated in Table 1, which reports the

estimated education coefficients from models analogous to equation (1') fit to earnings and hours data

for men and women in the 1994-96 March CPS.  The CPS questionnaire inquires about earnings last

year, total weeks worked in the previous year, and usual hours per week last year.  By construction:

Annual earnings = Hourly Earnings @ Hours/Week @ Weeks .

When log annual earnings are regressed on education and other controls, the estimated education

coefficient is therefore the sum of the education coefficients for parallel models fit to the log of hourly

earnings, the log of hours per week, and the log of weeks per year.  In the U.S. labor market in the

mid-1990s, about two-thirds of the measured return to education observed in annual earnings data
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is attributable to the effect of education on earnings per hour, with the remainder attributable to the

effects on hours per week and week per year.

d. Summary

This brief overview suggests that the human capital earnings function is alive and well.  A

simple regression model with a linear schooling term and a low-order polynomial in potential

experience explains 20-35 percent of the variation in observed earnings data, with predictable and

precisely-estimated coefficients in almost all applications.  Close examination reveals that the model

is too parsimonious to fully characterize the joint distribution of earnings, age and schooling.

Nevertheless, it provides a natural starting point for building more complex models of earnings

determination, and for investigating the effects of other covariates such as race, gender, and firm

characteristics.  Moreover, the conventional model serves as a useful benchmark for theorizing about

the effects of education in the labor market.  From this point of view, the approximate linearity of

earnings with respect to schooling and the separability of the effects of education and experience are

useful simplifications that can aid in the formulation of tractable theoretical models.

II.  Causal Modeling of the Return to Education

a.  Theoretical Issues

Most of the conceptual issues underlying the interpretation of recent studies of the return to

education can be illustrated in the framework of a simple static model that builds on Becker (1967).

According to this model, each individual faces a market opportunity locus that gives the level of

earnings associated with alternative schooling choices.  A static model abstracts from the dynamic
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     Angrist and Newey (1991) study the earnings changes associated with education increments12

acquired after young men enter the labor market on a full time basis.

     By age 24, fewer than one-fifth of U.S. adults were enrolled in school (even on a part-time13

basis) in the early 1990s.  A simple tabulation of enrollment rates by age suggests that the
transition between school and work has become sharper over the past two decades, in the U.S. at
least.  For example although enrollment rates of 20 year olds are now higher than in the late 1970s
(47 percent enrolled in 1992 versus 37 percent in 1977) the enrollment rates of people in their late
20's are lower today (e.g. 7 percent for 30 year olds in 1992 versus 10 percent in 1977).  These
tabulations are from the October Current Population Survey and combine men and women.

     The market opportunity locus y(S) may reflect productivity effects of higher education,14

and/or other forces such as signaling.

nature of the schooling and earnings processes and focusses instead on the relationship between

completed schooling and average earnings over the lifecycle.  Such a focus is justified if people finish

their formal schooling before entering the labor market (other than on a casual or part-time basis) and

if the effect of schooling on log earnings is separable from the effect of experience, as is assumed in

the standard human capital earnings function.  In fact the transition from school to work is often a

bumpy one, as young adults move back and forth between full-time or part-time enrollment and part-

time or full-time work.   Nevertheless, most people have completed their formal schooling by their12

mid-20s.13

An analytically tractable version of Becker's model is developed in Card (1995a).  Following

that presentation, let y(S) denote the average level of earnings (per year) an individual will receive

if he or she acquires schooling level S.   Assume that an individual chooses S to maximize a utility14

function U(S,y), where

(2) U(S,y) =  log y  -  h(s) ,

and h is some increasing convex function.  This function generalizes the discounted present value

(DPV) objective function
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     Note that the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between income and schooling is15

y(S)·h'(S).  Under a DPV criterion MRS = r y(S), since the opportunity costs of the Sth year
schooling are just the foregone earnings y(S).  If h'(S) is increasing in S, the MRS rises faster than
y(S).

I  y(S) e  dt  =  y(S) e  / rs
4 rt -rS

that is appropriate if individuals discount future earnings at a rate r, schooling is measured in years,

and it is assumed that individuals earn nothing while in school and y(S) per year thereafter.  The DPV

objective function sets h(S) = rS.  More generally, however, h(S) may be strictly convex if the

marginal cost of each additional year of schooling rises by more than the foregone earnings for that

year, either because of credit market considerations (Becker, 1967) or taste factors.15

An optimal schooling choice satisfies the first-order condition 

h'(S)  =  y'(S)/y(S) ,

as illustrated in Figure 3.  An important feature of the class of preference functions defined by

equation (2) is linearity in log earnings.  This means that the indifference curves in Figure 3 are

vertically parallel, with the immediate implication that any factor that raises log earnings for all levels

of schooling has no effect on the optimal schooling choice.  In principle this need not be true.  For

example, Griliches (1977) presents a variant of DPV preferences with the feature that a uniform

upward shift in log earnings for all levels of schooling leads to a lower schooling choice.

Individual heterogeneity in the optimal schooling choice illustrated in Figure 3 arises from two

sources: differences in the costs of (or tastes for) schooling, represented by heterogeneity in h(S); and

differences in the economic benefits of schooling, represented by heterogeneity in the marginal return

to schooling y'(S)/y(S).  A simple specification of these heterogeneity components is

(3a)  y'(S)/y(S)  =  b   -  k  S ,i 1
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     If changes over time cause the mean return for a cohort to rise or fall, but leave the16

distribution of b  otherwise unaffected, then the results presented below are unaffected.i

(3b) h'(S)  =  r   +  k  S ,i 2

where b  and r  are random variables with means bi i
G and rG and some joint distribution across the

population i=1,2,..., and k  and k  are non-negative constants.  This specification implies that the1 2

optimal schooling choice is linear in the individual-specific heterogeneity terms:

(4)  S   =  ( b  - r  ) / k,    *
i i i

where k = k  + k  .  Figure 4 illustrates the determination of optimal schooling using the marginal1 2

benefit and marginal cost schedules described by equations (3a) and (3b).

Since formal schooling is usually completed early in life, individuals do not necessarily know

the parameters of their earnings functions when they make their schooling choices.  Thus, b  shouldi

be interpreted as the individual's best estimate of his or her earnings gain per year of education, as of

early adulthood.  One might expect this estimate to vary less across individuals than their realized

values of schooling.  Moreover, the distribution of b may change over time with shifts in labor marketi

conditions, technology, etc.   For simplicity, however, I will treat b  as known at the beginning of the16
i

lifecycle and fixed over time: this assumption probably leads to some overstatement of the role of

heterogeneity of b  in the determination of schooling and earnings outcomes.i

At the optimal level of schooling described by equation (4) individual i's marginal return to

schooling is 

$   =  b   -  k  S   =  b  ( 1 - k /k)  +  r  k /k .i i 1 i i 1 i 1
*

Even in this very simple model equilibrium entails a distribution of marginal returns across the

population unless one of two conditions is satisfied:  (a) r  = r  for all i and k  = 0  (i.e. lineari 2
G
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     See Freeman (1986) and Willis (1986) for some discussion of the general equilibrium17

implications of optimal schooling models.

indifference curves with a uniform slope rG in Figure 3);  or (b) bi 1 = bG  for all i and k  = 0 (i.e. linear

opportunity locuses with a uniform slope bG in Figure 3).

In general equilibrium the distribution of marginal returns to schooling is endogenous: a

greater supply of highly-educated workers will presumably lower b, and might also affect otherG

characteristics of the distribution of b.   From the point of view of a cohort of young adults decidingi
17

on their education, however, the distribution of returns to education is arguably exogenous.  I

therefore prefer to interpret equation (4) as a partial equilibrium description of the relative education

choices of a cohort of young adults, given their family backgrounds and the institutional environment

and economic conditions that prevailed during their late teens and early twenties.  Differences across

cohorts in these background factors will lead to further variation in the distribution of marginal

returns to education in the population as a whole.

b. Observed Schooling and Earnings Outcomes

To understand the implications of the preceding model for observed schooling and earnings

outcomes, note that equation (3a) implies a model for log earnings of the form

log y   = "   +  b  S   - 1/2 k  S   ,i i i i 1 i
2

where "  is a person-specific constant of integration.  This is a somewhat more general version of thei

semi-logarithmic functional form adopted in Mincer (1974) and hundreds of subsequent studies.  In

particular, individual heterogeneity potentially affects both the intercept of the earnings equation (via
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     This assumption implies that 18

                 E[(b -b) ] = E[(r -r) ] = E[(r -r)(b -b) ] = ... = 0.i i i i
G 3 3 2G G G

") and the slope of the earnings-schooling relation (via b ).  It is convenient to rewrite this equationi i

as

(5) log y   =  a  +  b S   - 1/2 k  S   +  a  + (b -b)S    ,i 0 i 1 i i i i
G 2 G

where a  / "  - a  has mean 0.  Equations (4) and (5) together describe a two-equation system fori i 0

schooling and earnings in terms of the underlying random variables a , b , and r .i i i

To proceed, consider the linear projections of a  and (b -b) on observed schooling:i i
G

(6a)     a   =  8  (S  - S)  +  u  ,i 0 i i
G

(6b) b  - b  =  R  (S  - S)  +  v  ,i 0 i i
G G

where S represents the mean of schooling and E[S u ] = E[S v] = 0.  The parameters 8  and R  inG
i i i i 0 0

equations (6a) and (6b) are theoretical regression coefficients:

                    cov[a ,S ]                  F   -  Fi i ba ra

8    = ))))))))   =   k        ))))))))))0

                     var[S ]                   F  + F  - 2Fi b r br
2 2

and

                    cov[b ,S ]                  F   -  Fi i b br
2

R    = ))))))))   =   k       ))))))))))            ,0

                     var[S ]                   F  + F  - 2Fi b r br
2 2

where F , F , and F  denote the variances and covariance of b  and r , and F  and F  denote theb r br i i ba ra
2 2

covariances of b  and r  with a .  For simplicity, assume that b  and r  have a jointly symmetrici i i i i

distribution.   Then, using equation (A3) in the Appendix, and the fact that a linear projection of S18 2
i
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     If the random variables r  and b  are not symmetrically distributed then equation (6) contains19
i i

an additional term equal to E[(b -b)(S -S) ] .  See the Appendix.i i
G G 2

     Throughout this paper I use the term "bias" to refer to the difference between the probability20

limit of an estimator and some target parameter: typically the average marginal return to schooling
in the population under study.

     As noted earlier, the form of equation (1) rules out a direct connection between a  and21
i

optimal schooling choice.

on S  has slope 2S, it is readily shown that the probability limit of the ordinary least squares (OLS)i
G

regression coefficient b  from a regression of log earnings on schooling isols

(7) plim b   =  bols 0 1 0
G  +  8   -  k SG  +  R SG .

    =  $  +  8   +  R S ,G
0 0

G

where $ / E[$ ] = E[ b -k S  ] =  b - k S  is the average marginal return to schooling in theG
i i 1 i 1

G G

population.19

Equation (7) generalizes the conventional analysis of ability bias in the relationship between

schooling and earnings (see Griliches 1977).   Suppose that there is no heterogeneity in the marginal20

benefits of schooling (i.e., b  = b) and that log earnings are linear in schooling (i.e. k  = 0).  In thisi 1
G

case (7) implies that

plim b  - b  =  8  . ols 0
G

This is the standard expression for the asymptotic bias in the estimated return to schooling that arises

by applying the "omitted variables" formula to an earnings model with a constant schooling coefficient

b.  According to the model presented here, this bias arises through the correlation betweenG

unobserved ability a and the marginal cost of schooling r .   If marginal costs are lower for childreni i
21

from more privileged family backgrounds, and if these children would also tend to earn more at any

level of schooling, then F  < 0, implying that 8  > 0.  ra 0
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If both the intercept and slope of the earnings function vary across individuals then the

situation is more complicated.  Since people with a higher return to education will tend to acquire

more schooling, a cross-sectional regression of earnings on schooling yields an upward-biased

estimate of the average marginal return to schooling, even ignoring variation in the intercepts of the

earnings function.  The magnitude of this endogeneity or self-selection bias R S depends on the0
G

importance of variation in b  in determining the overall variance of schooling outcomes.i

To see this, note that the variance of schooling is (F  + F  - 2F )/k .The fraction of theb r br
2 2 2

variance of schooling attributable to differences in the slope of the earnings-schooling relation (as

opposed to differences in tastes or access to funds) can be defined as

                 F  - Fb br
2

f  =      S)))))))))))      .
 (F  + F  - 2F )b r br

2 2

Assuming that F  # 0 (i.e. that the marginal benefits of schooling are no higher for people with higherbr

marginal costs of schooling), this "fraction" is bounded between 0 and 1.  The auxiliary regression

coefficient defined in equation (6b) is R  = k·f $ 0 .  Thus, the endogeneity bias component in b  is0 ols

R S  =  k·f·S  $  0 . 0
G G

Even ignoring the traditional ability bias term 8 , b  is therefore an upward-biased estimator $;0 ols
G

moreover, the greater is f, the greater is the endogeneity bias.

Superficially, the earnings model specified by equation (5) seems inconsistent with the

observation that the cross-sectional relationship between log earnings and schooling is approximately

linear.  Because of the endogeneity of schooling, however, S  and (b -b) are positively correlatedi i
G

across the population, leading to a convex relationship between log earnings and schooling in the
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     The observation that the cross-sectional relationship between log earnings and schooling is22

approximately linear should not be pushed too far.  Given the dispersion in residual earnings, a
quadratic function of schooling with a non-trivial second order term may well appear linear over
the limited range of school outcomes actually observed in any sample.   

absence of any concavity in the underlying opportunity locuses.  More formally, substitution of (6a)

and (6b) into equation (5) leads to 

(5')  log y  = a  + bi 0 i 1 i 0 i 0 i i i i i
GS  - 1/2 k S 2 + 8 (S -SG) + R S (S -SG) + u  + S v  ,

 = c + (bG+80 0 i 0 1 i i i i-R SG)S  + (R - 1/2 k )S 2 + u  + S v  ,

where c is a constant.  If E[u |S ] = E[v |S ] = 0 (assumptions which are somewhat stronger than thei i i i

orthogonality conditions implicit in equations (6a) and (6b)), then equation (5') implies that E[log

y|S] is a quadratic function of schooling with second-order coefficient (R - 1/2 k ).  The empiricali i 0 1

relationship between log earnings and schooling will therefore be approximately linear if and only if

k  . 2R .  The bigger is the contribution of variation in b  to the overall variance of schooling, the1 0 i

larger is R  and the more convex is the observed relationship between log earnings and schooling.0
22

c. Measurement Error

An important issue in the literature on returns to schooling is the effect of survey measurement

error in schooling.  As emphasized by Griliches (1977, 1979) measurement errors in schooling would

be expected to lead to a downward bias in any OLS estimator of the relationship between schooling

and earnings.  A conventional assumption is that observed schooling (S ) differs from true schoolingi
o

(S ) by an additive error:i

S   =  S   +  ,  ,i i i
o
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     See e.g. Siegel and Hodge (1968); Miller et al (1995); and Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998). 23

Interestingly, the very limited available evidence on administrative measures of schooling suggests
a similar reliability ratio -- e.g. Kane, Rouse and Staiger (1997); Isacsson (1997).

     This point is raised in a recent paper by Kane, Rouse, and Staiger (1997).24

with E[, ] = 0,  E[S, ] = 0, and E[, ] = F  .   Assuming that equation (7) describes the probabilityi i i i ,
2 2

limit of an OLS estimator using true schooling, the use of observed schooling will yield an OLS

estimator with 

(8) plim (b )  =  R  { $  +  8   +  R S } ,ols 0 0 0
G G

where

R   /  cov[S , S ] / var[S ]  =  var[S ] / { var[S ] + F  }0 i i i i i ,
o 2

is the reliability of S , or the signal-to-total-variance ratio of observed schooling.  Treating b  as ani ols
o

estimator of $, the asymptotic bias is G

Bias   =  R  (8  + R S) -  (1-R )$ .ols 0 0 0 0
G G

Research over the past three decades has generally found that the reliability of self-reported schooling

is about 90 percent,  suggesting that the second term in this expression is on the order of -0.1$ in23 G

most data sets.  Depending on the magnitudes of 8  and R S, this may partially offset the presumably0 0
G

positive biases imparted by the correlations between schooling and the ability components a  and b .i i

The preceding argument hinges on the assumption that measurement errors in schooling are

uncorrelated with true schooling.  Since schooling is typically measured as a discrete variable with

outcomes ranging between fixed upper and lower limits, however, the errors in reported schooling

are probably mean-regressive.   Specifically, individuals with very high levels of schooling cannot24

report positive errors in schooling, whereas individuals with very low levels of schooling cannot

report negative errors in schooling.  If the errors in observed schooling measures are negatively
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     To see this, suppose that there are two measures x  and x  of a true quantity x, with x  = x +25
1 2 j

e , and assume that E[e |x] = -"(x-µ), for j=1,2, where µ is the mean of x.  Decompose thej j

measurement errors as e  = -"(x-µ) + v , and assume that the v 's are independent of each otherj j j

and x, and have equal variances.  The reliability of x  is R = cov[x,x ]/var[x ].  Traditionally,1 1 1

reliability is measured by D = cov[x ,x ]/var[x ] (assuming that x  and x  have the same variance). 1 2 1 1 2

It is straightforward to show that D = (1-")R.

correlated with true schooling, the actual reliability of an observed schooling measure may be slightly

higher than the estimated reliability inferred from the correlation between two alternative measures

of schooling.25

d. Instrumental Variables Estimates of the Return to Schooling

Social scientists have long recognized that the cross-sectional correlation between education

and earnings may differ from the true causal effect of education.  A standard solution to the problem

of causal inference is instrumental variables (IV): a researcher posits the existence of an observable

covariate that affects schooling choices but is uncorrelated with (or independent of) the ability factors

a  and b .  For example, suppose that the marginal cost component r  is linearly related to a set ofi i i

variables Z : i

r   =  ZB   +  0  .i i 1 i

In this case the school choice equation becomes

(4') S   =  ZB  + (b  - b - 0 )/k  i i i i
G

    =  ZB  +  >  ,i i

where B = -B /k and >  / (b  - b1 i i i
G - 0 )/k.  In the recent literature much attention has focussed on what

might be called institutional sources of variation in schooling, attributable to such features as the

minimum school leaving age, tuition costs for higher education, or the geographic proximity of
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     If the only individual-specific component of ability is a  then equations (4') and (5) constitute26
i

a standard simultaneous equations system and one need only assume E[a Z ] = E[0Z ] = 0.  Thei i i i

interpretation of IV in the presence of random coefficients is pursued in a series of papers by
Angrist and Imbens (1995) and Angrist, Imbens and Rubin (1996).  Heckman and Vytlacil (1998)
present some results similar to those discussed here.

schools.  Such institutional factors stand a reasonable chance of satisfying the strict exogeneity

assumptions required for a legitimate instrumental variable.

In the presence of heterogeneous returns to education the conditions required to yield an

interpretable IV estimator are substantially stronger than those required when the only source of

ability bias is random variation in the constant of the earnings equation (i.e. variation in a ).i
26

Wooldridge (1997) presents a useful analysis that can be directly applied to the system of equations

(4') and (5).  Assume for the moment that k =0 in the earnings equation, and consider three additional1

assumptions on the unobservable components of (4') and (5):

(9a) E[0 |Z ]=0,  E[a |Z ]=0,  and E[(b -b)|Z ]=0.i i i i i i
G

(9b) E[(b -b) |Z ]  =  F  ,i i b
G 2 2

(9c) E[> |b ,Z ]  =  D (b -b) .i i i 1 i
G

Equation (9a) specifies that the individual-specific heterogeneity components are all conditionally

independent of the instrument Z.  Equation (9b) states that the second moment of b  is alsoi

conditionally independent of Z .  Finally, equation (9c) states that the conditional expectation of thei

unobserved component of optimal school choice (> ) is linear in b .  Since >  / (b  - b - 0 )/k, ai i i i i
G

sufficient condition for (9c) is that E[0 |b ,Z ] = D(b -b), in which case D =(1-D)/k.  This will be truei i i i 1
G

if b  and 0  have a bivariate normal distribution that is independent of Z , for example.i i i

Under assumptions (9a)-(9c), the conditional expectation of the residual earnings component

attributable to heterogeneity in b  is:i
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     Assumptions (9a) and (9b) are not the only ones that lead to a consistent IV estimator. 27

Wooldridge proposes as an alternative the pair of assumptions: E[> |Z ]=F  and E[(b -b)|> ,Z ] =i i > i i i
2 2 G

J·>  .  The proof of consistency of the IV estimator then proceeds by noting that E[ (b -b)S  | Z  ] =i i i i
G

E[ E[(b -b)S |> ,Z ] | Z  ] = J·F  .i i i i i >
G 2

E[ (b -b)S  | Z  ] = E[ E[(b -b)S |b ,Z ] | Z  ]i i i i i i i i
G G

= E[ (b -bi i i i i
G)·E[S |b ,Z ] | Z  ]

= E[ (b -b)·E[ ZB + >  |b ,Z ] | Z  ]i i i i i i
G

= D  F  .1 b
2

It follows that 

E[log y |Z ] =  a  +  b·ZB  +  D  F  .i i 0 i 1 b
G 2

Thus, the use of Z as an instrument for education will lead to a consistent estimate of the mean returni

to schooling b (but an inconsistent estimate of a ).   If earnings are a quadratic function of schoolingG
0

27

(i.e. k  > 0) Wooldridge notes that the squared predicted value of schooling from equation (4') can1

be added to the list of conditioning variables and the previous argument remains valid.

A closely-related alternative to IV estimation of a random coefficients model is a control

function approach, first proposed in the schooling context by Garen (1984).  In place of equations

(9b) and (9c), assume that the conditional expectations of a  and b  are linear in S  and Z :i i i i

(10a)     E[a |S ,Z ] =  8 S   +  8 'Z  ,i i i 1 i z i

(10b)  E[b -b|S ,Z ]  =  R  S   +  R  Z  .i i i 1 i z i
G

As noted in the Appendix, maintaining the assumptions that E[a |Z ] = E[b -b|Z ] = 0, these conditionsi i i i
G

are equivalent to assuming:

(10a')    E[a |S ,Z ] =  8  >  ,i i i 1 i

(10b') E[b -bi i i 1 i
G|S ,Z ]  =  R  >  .
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It follows immediately that 

(11)  E[log y |S ,Z ] =  a   +  bi i i 0 i 1 i 1 i 1 i i
G·S   -  1/2 k S 2  +  8  >   +  R  >  S   .

The control function approach to estimation of the average return to schooling is to substitute

the estimated residual > from the reduced form schooling equation (4') in place of >  in equation (11).^
i i

Note that the inclusion of >  as an additional regressor in the earnings function is numerically^
i

equivalent to IV using Z  as an instrument for S .  Under the assumption that E[a |Z ]=0 the additioni i i i

of >  to the estimated earnings function purges the effect of a  on the observed relationship between^
i i

log earnings and schooling.  In general, however, standard IV will not eliminate the influence of bi

on the covariance between schooling and earnings, unless E[(b -b)S |Z ] is independent of Z  (as is thei i i i
G

case under Wooldridge's assumptions).  Under assumption (10b) (or equivalently (10b')), the addition

of >  S  as a second control variable is sufficient to eliminate the endogeneity bias arising from the^
i i

correlation between b  and S .  Thus, the control function approach might be viewed as ai i

generalization of instrumental variables, although strictly speaking the assumptions needed to justify

IV are not a subset of those needed to justify the control function approach.

e. Limitations of Instrumental Variables

In the absence of assumptions such as those underlying equations (9) or (10), even an

instrumental variables estimator based on an exogenous instrument will not necessarily yield an

asymptotically unbiased estimate of the average return to education.  To illustrate this point, consider

IV estimation using the change in education associated with a "schooling reform"  that leads to a

proportional reduction in the marginal cost of schooling for students in a specific set of schools (or

in a specific cohort).  Assume that the joint distribution of abilities and tastes (a , b , r ) is the same fori i i
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individuals who attended the reformed schools (indexed by Z =1) and those who did not (indexed byi

Z =0), but that in the reformed schools the optimal school choice is given by:i

(4'')   S   =  ( b  - 2r  ) / k,    *
i i i

where 0 < 2 < 1.  Clearly, differences in Z  will be associated with differences in average levels ofi

schooling.  Moreover, by assumption the distributions of ability are the same among students who

attended the two sets of schools.  In this setting, however, the treatment effect of the school reform

is larger for individuals who would have had lower schooling levels in the absence of the reform,

causing potential difficulties for the interpretation of an IV estimator based on Z .i

Let r  = r + 0 , and observe that among the comparison group of individuals who attend thei i
G

unreformed schools,

S  =  (b-r)/k  +  (b  - b - 0 )/ki i i
G G G

   =  B   +  >  ,0 i0

whereas among the treatment group of individuals who attended reformed schools,

S  =  (b-2r)/k  +  (b  - b - 20 )/ki i i
G G G

   =  B   +  >  .1 i1

Assume that E[0 |b ] = D(b -b).  Then i i i
G

E[> |b ] = D (b -b),  where D  = (1-D)/k ,i0 i 0 i 0
G

whereas

E[> |b ] = D (b -b),  where D  = (1-2D)/k .i1 i 1 i 1
G

Thus, the correlation between the reduced form schooling error and unobserved ability is different

in the treatment and control groups, leading to a violation of the assumptions needed for IV or a

control function estimator to yield a consistent estimate of the average marginal return to schooling.
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The school reform causes a given individual (characterized by the triplet (a ,b ,0 )) toi i i

increment his or her schooling by an amount 

)S  =  B -B   + 0 (1-2)/k .i 1 0 i

The (first-order) effect on this individual's earnings is

)log y  = $  · )S  ,i i i

where $  is i's marginal return to schooling in the absence of the intervention:i

$   =  $  +  b  - b  - k (S  - S) i i 1 i
G G G

    =  $  +  (b -b)(1-k /k) + 0k /k .G
i 1 i 1
G

Using these expressions, the expected earnings differential between individuals in the treatment group

and the control group is:

    E[)log y ]  = $(B -B )  + k /k (1-2) F   +  F (1-2)(1-k /k)/k ,i 1 0 1 0 b0 1
G 2

where expectations are taken with respect to the joint distribution of (a ,b ,0 ).  The IV estimator ofi i i

the return to schooling based on the instrument Z , b , has probability limiti iv

                               E[log y |Z =1]  -  E[log y |Z =0] i i i i

plim b   =    S))))))))))))))))))))))))))     iv

                                  E[S |Z =1]  -  E[S |Z =0] i i i i

            (1-2)
   =  $  + )))))      { F  k /k + F  (1-k /k) } .G

0 1 b0 1
2

k(B -B ) 1 0

Note that if 0  is constant for all i (in which case everyone gets the same increment to schooling), theni

F  = F  = 0, and the IV estimator is consistent for $.  Otherwise, assuming that F  # 0, so that0 b0 b0
2 G

individuals with higher returns to schooling have higher tastes for schooling or lower discount rates,

the IV estimator may be positively or negatively biased relative to $.  A positive bias arises becauseG
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the marginal return to schooling is decreasing in education if k  > 0: thus people with initially higher1

marginal costs of schooling tend to have higher marginal returns to an additional year of schooling.

Lang (1993) labelled this phenomenon "discount rate bias".  On the other hand, a negative bias arises

because people with higher marginal costs of education, who are most affected by the school reform,

have lower marginal returns to schooling if F  < 0.  The positive bias is more likely to dominate, theb0

smaller is |F | relative to F  and the more concave are individual earnings functions.b0 0
2

To generalize this analysis slightly, suppose that the population can be divided into discrete

subgroups of individuals (g=1,2,..) who share common values for the latent ability and cost terms

(a ,b ,0 ).  Consider an intervention (such as a change in the compulsory schooling age) that leads tog g g

a change )S  in the mean schooling of group g, and let $  denote the marginal return to schoolingg g

for group g in the absence of the intervention.  Finally, suppose that the intervention affects a

treatment group of students who are otherwise identical to those in a comparison group.  In

particular, assume that individuals in the treatment group and comparison group with the same latent

ability and cost terms would have the same education and earnings in the absence of the intervention,

and that the joint distributions of abilities and costs are the same in the two groups.  Then an IV

estimator of the return to schooling based on an indicator for treatment group status will have

probability limit

                           E[ $  )S  ]g g

plim b   =   ))))))))     iv

                             E[ )S  ]g
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     This analysis can be generalized by allowing the latent variables to have different distributions28

among the treatment and comparison groups.  This can be handled in principle by "reweighting"
the comparison group, although the weights may not be directly observable.

     If )S  is dichotomous (so that the change in schooling is either zero or a one unit effect) then29
g

the preceding analysis can be placed in the "local average treatment effect" framework developed
by Angrist and Imbens (1995).  See also Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996).  

     This assumes that the instrumental variable is uncorrelated with the measurement error in30

schooling. 

where expectations are taken with respect to the probability distribution of the population across

cells.   Note that if )S  $ 0 for all g (which need not be true) then this expression can be interpreted28
g

as a weighted average of the marginal returns to education for each group, with weight )S .   Ag
29

necessary and sufficient condition for plim b  = $ is E[$ )S ] = E[$ ]·E[)S ].  Among the sufficientiv g g g g
G

conditions for this equality are: (a) $  = $ (identical marginal returns for all groups); or (b)g
G

E[)S |$ ] = )S (a homogeneous additive treatment effect of the schooling reform).  In general,g g

however, if there is some heterogeneity is the distribution of marginal returns to schooling,  IV based

on an intervention that affects a narrow subgroup of the population may lead to an estimated return

to schooling above or below an OLS estimator for the same sample.

Two other aspects of the instrumental variables estimator are worth emphasizing.  First, the

probability limit of the IV estimator is unaffected by measurement error in schooling.   This in itself30

will lead to tendency for an IV estimator to exceed the corresponding OLS estimator of the effect of

schooling on earnings.  Second, the validity of a particular IV estimator depends crucially on the

assumption that the instruments are uncorrelated with other latent characteristics of individuals that

may affect their earnings.  In the case of an IV estimator based on an indicator variable Z , fori

example, the IV estimator is numerically equal to the difference in mean log earnings between the
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     If other covariates are included in the model then the means for each subsample are adjusted31

for the effects of the covariates.

     Griliches (1979) presents a survey of research on family-based models of education and32

earnings.

     See Siebert (1985) for references to some of the literature on family background and33

education.  Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998) show that up to 60 percent of the cross-sectional
variation in schooling outcomes in their twins sample can be explained by (observable and
unobservable) family factors.

Z=1 group and the Z =0 group, divided by the corresponding difference in mean schooling.   If thei i
31

difference in schooling is small, even minor differences in mean earnings between the two groups will

be blown up by the IV procedure.  If Z  were randomly assigned, as in a true experiment, this wouldi

not be a particular problem.  In the case of quasi or natural experiments, however, inferences are

based on difference between groups of individuals who attended schools at different times, or in

different locations, or had differences in other characteristics such as month of birth.  The use of these

differences to draw causal inferences about the effect of schooling requires careful consideration of

the maintained assumption that the groups are otherwise identical.

f. Family Background

While some of the most innovative recent research on the value of schooling has used

institutional features of the education system to identify the causal effect of schooling, there is a long

tradition of using family background information -- such as mother's and father's education -- to either

directly control for unobserved ability or as an instrumental variable for completed education.32

Interest in family background is driven by the fact that children's schooling outcomes are very highly

correlated with the characteristics of their parents, and in particular with parents' education.   The33
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     The models reported in Table 2 include controls for the age and birth year of the34

respondents, although the estimated coefficients (and R-squared coefficients) are not much
different without these controls.

     The results in Table 2 are fairly typical of those found in the literature using other samples.  If35

family background is measured by only one parent's education, the coefficient is generally in the
range of 0.3 to 0.4.

strength of this correlation is illustrated in Table 2, which reports estimated coefficients from a simple

regression of completed education on father's and mother's education, using samples of adult

household heads from the 1972-1996 General Social Survey (GSS).   For a variety of subsamples,34

each additional year of schooling of either parent raises completed education by about 0.2 years,

while a rise of one year in the parent's average education raises completed schooling by about 0.4

years.  Roughly 30 percent of the observed variation in education among U.S. adults is explained by

parental education.35

Despite the strong intergenerational correlation in education, it is far from clear that family

background measures are legitimate instrumental variables for completed education, even if family

background has no independent causal effect on earnings.  To illustrate this point, assume for the

moment that there is no heterogeneity in the return to education (i.e. b =b) and ignore any concavityi
G

in the log earnings function (i.e. assume k =0).  In this case equation (5) becomes1

(5'') log y   =  a   +  bS   +  a  .i 0 i i
G

Consider a linear projection of the unobserved ability component on individual schooling and some

measure of family background (F ):i

(12) a   =  8  (S -S)  +  8 (F -F)  +  u'  .i 1 i 2 i i
G G

This bivariate projection can be compared to the projection of a  on S  alone (i.e. equation (6a)) byi i

considering two other auxiliary regressions:
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     If F  has an independent causal effect ( on earnings then equation (5'') includes a term (F .  In36
i i

this case the probability limit of the regression coefficient of F  is (+8 , and plim b  includes ai 2 iv

component equal to (/B . F

(13a) F   =  *   +  *  S   +  e  ,i 0 s i 1i

(13b) S   =  B   +  B  F   +  e  ,i 0 F i 2i

where e  is orthogonal to S  and e  is orthogonal to F .  The conventional omitted variables formula1i i 2i i

implies that the coefficients in equations (6a) and (12) are related by:

8   =  8   +  8 *  .0 1 2 s

Moreover, *  and B  are related to the correlation coefficient between S  and F  (D ) by:s F i i SF

*  · B   =  D   .s F SF
2

Using these results it is possible to compare three potential estimators of equation (5''): the

OLS estimator from a univariate regression of earnings on schooling (b ); the OLS estimator fromols

a bivariate regression of earnings on schooling and family background (b ); and the IV estimatorbiv

using F  as an instrument for S  (b ).  The probability limits of these three estimators are:i i iv

plim b   =  b  +  8   ols 0
G

=  b  +  8   +  8 D  / B   ,G
1 2 SF F

2

plim b =  b  +  8   ,biv 1
G

plim b =  cov[log y ,F ] / cov[S ,F ]iv i i i i

=  b  +  8   +  8 / B   .G
1 2 F

In addition, the probability limit of the coefficient on F  in the bivariate regression is just 8 .i 2
36

Assuming that 8  $ 0, 8  $ 0, and B  > 0, 1 2 F

bG  #  plim bbiv ols iv #  plim b   #  plim  b  .
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     Suppose that family background is measured by the average of mother's and father's37

education.  The results in Table 2 suggest that B  . 0.4  and D  . 0.3, implying that theF SF
2

univariate OLS estimator will exceed the bivariate OLS by about 0.758 , while the IV estimator2

will exceed the bivariate OLS by 2.58  .2

If a  and S  are uncorrelated, controlling for F , then 8  = 0 and the bivariate OLS estimator isi i i 1

consistent for b.  Otherwise all three estimators are likely to be upward biased, with bigger biases inG

the univariate OLS and IV estimators than in the bivariate estimator unless 8  = 0.  T h i s2
37

analysis is readily extended to the case in which b  varies across individuals.  Assume that earningsi

are given by equation (5) and consider the projection of b  on S  and F :i i i

(14) b -b  =  R  (S -S)  +  R (F -F)  +  v'  .i 1 i 2 i i
G G G

As with the coefficients 8  and 8 , the coefficients R  in equation (6b) and R  in equation (14) are0 1 0 1

related by

R   =  R   +  R *   =   R   +  R  D  / B  .0 1 2 s 1 2 SF F
2

Using equation (A3) of the Appendix, and assuming that b , S , and F  have a jointly symmetrici i i

distribution, it is straightforward to show that 

plim b   =  $  +  8   +  R S ols 0 0
G G

=  $  +  8   +  R S  + (8  + R S) D  / B   ,G
1 1 2 2 SF F

G G 2

plim b =  $  +  8   +  R S ,biv 1 1
G G

plim b =  $  +  8   +  R S  + (8  + R S) / B   .iv 1 1 2 2 F
G G G

Moreover, the probability limit of the coefficient on F  in the bivariate regression is 8  + R S.  In thei 2 2
G

presence of heterogeneity in b  one can effectively reinterpret 8  as (8  + R S) and 8  as (8  + R S).i 1 1 1 2 2 2
G G

Assuming that 8 +R S $ 0, 8 +R S $ 0, and B  > 0, the probability limits of the three estimators1 1 2 2 F
G G

continue to satisfy the inequalities
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$G  #  plim bbiv ols iv #  plim b   #  plim  b  .

In summary, unless 8 =8 =R =R =0 in the projection equations for the intercept and slope1 2 1 2

components of individual ability a  and b , family background is not a legitimate instrument fori i

schooling, even if family background has no direct causal effect on earnings.  The addition of controls

for family background may reduce the biases in the measured return to education, but may still lead

to an upward-biased estimate of the average marginal return to schooling unless all of the unobserved

ability components are absorbed by the family background controls (i.e., unless 8 =R =0).  Finally,1 1

notice that in the special case where 8  + R S = 8  + R S, the upward bias in the estimated schooling1 1 2 2
G G

coefficient from a bivariate model that controls for family background is equal to the probability limit

of the coefficient on the family background variable itself.  Under these circumstances, one can

recover an unbiased estimate of the average marginal return to schooling by subtracting the family

background coefficient from the own-schooling coefficient.  This is equivalent to a "within-family"

estimator, and will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

The preceding analysis assumes that true schooling is observable.  In the more realistic case

in which only a noisy measure of educational attainment is available, a comparison between the three

estimators must take account of the differential impact of measurement errors on the univariate OLS,

bivariate OLS, and IV estimators.  Let R  represent the reliability of measured education and assume0

for the moment that F  is measured without error.  As noted earlier, the univariate OLS estimator isi

attenuated by the factor R :0

plim b   =  R  { $ + 8  + R S + (8  + R S) D  / B   }.ols 0 1 1 2 2 SF F
G G G 2
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The addition of F to the earnings model will tend to lead to greater attenuation of the coefficient oni

measured schooling, since some part of true education can be inferred from F .  As shown in thei

Appendix, the bivariate OLS estimator is attenuated by a factor R :1

plim b   =  R  { $ + 8  + R S }  ,biv 1 1 1
G G

where R  = (R -D )/(1-D ) <  R .  For example,  if R  . 0.9 and D  . 0.3 then R  . 0.85.  In1 0 SF SF 0 0 SF 1
2 2 2

contrast to either OLS estimator, the IV estimator is unaffected by measurement error.  Thus, if Fi

is measured without error, measurement errors in schooling will tend to reinforce the expected

ranking of the univariate OLS, bivariate OLS, and IV estimators by introducing the greatest

attenuation bias in the bivariate OLS estimator, an intermediate bias in the univariate OLS estimator,

and none in the IV estimator.

In many data sets family background information is collected from children or gathered

retrospectively from older adults.  In either case, one might expect F  to contain substantial reportingi

errors.  Indeed, Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998, Appendix 1) find that the reliability of twins' reports

of their mother's education is about 80 percent, compared to a 90 percent reliability ratio for their

own education.  The presence of measurement errors in F  creates a more complex expression for thei

probability limit of the bivariate OLS estimator.  Specifically, the bivariate measurement error formula

presented in the Appendix implies that

  plim b  = R {$+8 +R S} + (8 +R S)(1-R ) D  / (B (1-D )) ,biv 1 1 1 2 2 F SF F SF
G G G 2 2

where R  is the reliability of measured family background.  The second term in this expression is 0F

if the true coefficient of family background in the bivariate model is 0 (i.e. if 8 +R S = 0), or if R =1.2 2 F
G

If the true coefficient of F  is positive and B >0, however, then measurement errors in F  induce ai F i

positive bias in the schooling coefficient that may partially offset the direct attenuation effect of
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     Of course a within-family estimator can be given an IV interpretation: the instrument for38

schooling is the deviation of an individual's schooling from the average for his or her family.

measurement error in S .  For example, if R  . 0.8, D  . 0.3, and B  . 0.4, the second term is oni F SF F
2

the order of 20 percent of the true coefficient of family background.

g. Models for Siblings and Twins

An alternative to the instrumental variables approach to the problem of causal inference is to

study education and earnings outcomes for siblings, twins, or father-son / mother-daughter pairs.  The

key idea behind this strategy is that some of the unobserved differences that bias a cross-sectional

comparison of education and earnings are reduced or eliminated within families.   For example,38

suppose that two observations (indexed by j=1 or 2) are available for each family (indexed by i), and

that the earnings of person j from family i are generated by

(15) log y   =  a   + b S   -  1/2k  S   +  a   + (b -b) S   .ij 0 ij 1 ij ij ij ij
G G

A "pure family effects" model is one in which a  = a  and b  = b .  Consider the linear projections ofij i ij i

a  and b -b on the observed schooling outcomes of the two family members:i i
G

(16a)    a   =  8  (S -S )  +  8  (S -S )  +  ui 1 i1 1 2 i2 1 i
G G

(16b)  b -b  =  R  (S -S )  +  R  (S -S )  +  v  .i 1 i1 1 2 i2 1 i
G G G

Assuming that b , S , and S  have a jointly symmetric distribution, equation (A3) in the Appendixi i1 i2

implies that the observed earnings outcomes of the family members are related to their schooling

levels by:

(17a) log y  = c  + ($ + 8  + R S )·S  + (8  + R S )·S  + e  ,i1 1 1 1 1 i1 2 2 1 i2 i1
G G G

(17b) log y  = c  + (8  + R S )·S  + ($ + 8  + R S )·S  + e  ,i2 2 1 1 2 i1 2 2 2 i2 i2
G G G
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     A system of equations like (17a) and (17b) is sometimes called a "correlated random effects"39

specification.  The idea of projecting the unobservable residual component (i.e. the family effect)
on the observed outcomes of the pair and then substituting the projection equation back into the
earnings equation was popularized by Chamberlain (1982).

     If other covariates X  are included in the model then the first-differenced model has to40
ij

contain X  and X  in order for the "adding up" condition to hold.i1 i2

     Such tests have been widely used in other applications of the correlated random effects41

model: e.g. Jakubson (1988).

where c  and c  are constants and the residuals e  are orthogonal to both S  and S .  Equations (17a)1 2 ij i1 i2

and (17b) constitute a system of seemingly unrelated regressions.   Since there are no exclusion39

restrictions, the system can be estimated efficiently by applying OLS one equation at a time.

Alternatively, one can construct the within-family difference in log earnings )log y  / log y  - log y ,i i1 i2

and consider a model of the form

(18) )log y   =  µ  S   +  µ  S  +  e  .i 1 i1 2 i2 i

Numerically, OLS estimates of the coefficients of (18) will be equal to the differences in the

corresponding OLS estimates of the coefficients in (17a) and (17b).  40

The attractiveness of the "pure family effects" model arises from the fact that one can

potentially recover estimates of $ from the differences in the coefficients of equations (17), or fromG

the coefficients of the differenced equation (18).  For example, suppose there is no heterogeneity in

b .  In this case 8  = 8  = 0 in equations (17a) and (17b), and therefore the coefficients of equationi 1 2

(18) satisfy

plim µ   =  plim -µ   =  $ .  1 2
G

A test of the hypothesis µ  = -µ  therefore provides a specification test of the "pure family effects"1 2

model when heterogeneity in the education slopes b  is ignored.i
41
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     Similar equations are derived by Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998).42

     Exchangeability arguments suggest that symmetry should hold for a random ordering of43

twins in each family.  However, if the "twin 1" sample is conditioned on employment and some of
the individuals in the "twin 2" sample do not work, the ordering is no longer random, and
symmetry might not be a valid restriction.

A "pure family effects" model is particularly plausible for identical twins, since identical twins

share genetics and almost always share the same family background environment.  For identical twins,

it also seems natural to impose the symmetry conditions 8 =8 =8, R =R =R, and S =S =S, since the1 2 1 2 1 2
G G G

identity of specific twins is arbitrary.  With these simplifications equations (17a) and (17b) reduce to:

(17a') log y  = c  + ($i1 1 i1 i2 i1
G + 8 + RSG)·S  + (8 + RSG)·S  + e  ,

  = c  +  $S   +  (8 + RS)·(S +S )  + e    1 i1 i1 i2 i1
G G

(17b') log y  = c  + (8 + RS)·S  + ($ + 8 + RS)·S  + e  ,i2 2 i1 i2 i2
G G G

  = c  +  $S   +  (8 + RS)·(S +S )  + e  2 i2 i1 i2 i2
G G

These equations express log earnings of a particular twin in terms of his or her own education and

the total (or average) education of the pair.   Under the assumptions of a "pure family effects"42

specification, all of the biases arising from the correlations between unobserved ability and schooling

are loaded onto the coefficient associated with the total or average education of the family, and the

own-schooling coefficient provides an unbiased estimate of the average marginal return to schooling.

(This estimate is numerically equivalent to subtracting the estimated sibling education coefficient from

the own schooling coefficient).  Note that if the pure family effects and symmetry assumptions are

satisfied, one can estimate $ with data on earnings for only one twin, provided that both twin'sG

schooling levels are known.43
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     See Kessler (1991).  Kessler concludes that birth order has little or no effect on economic44

outcomes once family size is properly accounted for.

     For father-son pairs Ashenfelter and Zimmerman (1997) propose a slightly generalized model45

in which 8 ="8 . They ignore heterogeneity in b .2j 1j i

     Note that I am continuing to assume that (b , S , S ) have a jointly symmetric distribution.46
ij 1i i2

In the case of siblings or father/son pairs it may be less plausible that individuals from the same

family have exactly the same ability parameters.  For example, older siblings may be treated differently

than younger ones, leading to differences in their potential labor market outcomes.   The assumptions44

of a "pure family effects" model can be relaxed as follows.  Consider the linear projections:

(19a)    a   =  8  (S -Si1 11 i1 1 12 i2 1 i1
G )  +  8  (S -SG )  +  u  ,

(19b)    a   =  8  (S -S )  +  8  (S -S )  +  u  ,i2 21 i1 1 22 i2 1 i2
G G

(19c)  b -b  =  R  (S -S )  +  R  (S -S )  +  v  ,i1 11 i1 1 12 i2 1 i1
G G G

(19d)  b -b  =  R  (S -S )  +  R  (S -S )  +  v  .i2 21 i1 1 22 i2 1 i2
G G G

where u  and v  are orthogonal to S  and S .  For randomly-ordered siblings or fraternal twins it isij ij i1 i2

natural to assume that the projection coefficients satisfy the symmetry restrictions: 8  = 8 , 8  = 8 ,11 22 12 21

R  = R , and R  = R , although for father/son or mother/daughter pairs these assumptions are less11 22 12 21

appealing.   Substituting these equations into the earnings model (15) and considering the linear45

projection onto the observed schooling variables leads to a generalized version of equations (17a) and

(17b):46

(20a) log y   =  c   +  J  S   +  J  S   +  e  ,i1 1 11 i1 12 i2 i1

(20b) log y   =  c   +  J  S   +  J  S   +  e  ,i2 2 21 i1 22 i2 i2

where
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     Assumptions on the relative magnitudes of the projection coefficients are most natural if S47
i1

and S  have the same variances.  In that case, 8 -8  = A·(cov[a ,S ] - cov[a ,S ]) for somei2 11 12 i1 i1 i1 i2

positive coefficient A; a similar expression holds for R -R .11 12

     If the "pure family effects" and symmetry assumptions are satisfied then plim (J  - J ) = $G.48
11 12

     It is also closely related to the coefficient of the difference in schooling in an inter-family49

differenced model: )log y  = J S  + )e  .  This specification is appropriate if the symmetryi ) i i

J   =  $11 11 11 1
G + 8  + R SG

J   =  8  + R S12 12 12 1
G

J   =  8  + R S   21 21 21 2
G

J   =  $ + 8  + R S22 22 22 2
G G

Clearly $G is not identifiable from the seemingly unrelated regression coefficients in (20a) and (20b)

even with the within-family symmetry assumptions, although if R =0 or S  = S  then symmetryij 1 2
G G

imposes two linear restrictions on the coefficients (J =J  and J =J ). 11 22 21 12

Nevertheless, it may be possible to place an upper bound on the average marginal return to

schooling using data on fraternal twins or siblings.  Specifically, suppose that 8  $ 8  and R  $ R11 12 11 12

; loosely, these assumptions mean that individual 1's own schooling is more informative about his or

her ability than individual 2's schooling.   In this case,47

 plim J  - J   =  $11 12 11 11 1 12 12 1
G + 8  + R SG  - 8  - R SG

    =  $ + (8  - 8 )  + (R  - R )·S  $ $  ,G
11 12 11 12 1

G G

so an upper bound estimator of $ is J  - J , the difference between the own- schooling effect andG
11 12

the other-family-member's-schooling effect in an equation for one family member's earnings.48

Mechanically, this difference is equal to the coefficient of own-schooling when average family

schooling is included in the regression, as in equation (17a').49
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restrictions 8  = 8 , 8  = 8 , R  = R , R  = R   hold, and the means of S  and S are the11 22 12 21 11 22 12 21 1 2 

same, in which case J =J  and J =J .  For example, in the case of same-sex fraternal twins the11 22 21 12

identity of the individual twins is arbitrary so an "exchangeability" argument suggests that
symmetry should hold.  Under this assumption plim J  = plim (J  - J ) = plim (J  - J ),) 11 21 11 12

although the estimate of J  is not mechanically equal to the difference in the estimates of J  and) 11

J .12

Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that this bound is tighter than the bound implied by the

cross-sectional OLS estimator.  In other words, it is possible that the OLS estimator has a smaller

upward bias than the within family estimator based on equation (17a).  A necessary and sufficient

condition for the within-family estimator to have a smaller asymptotic bias is

| 8  + R S  |  <  | 8  - 8  + (R  - R )·S  | ,0 0 1 11 12 11 12 1
G G

where 8  and R  are the projection coefficients defined in equations (6a) and (6b).  To illustrate the0 0

issues underlying the comparison between the OLS and within-family estimators, ignore heterogeneity

in the earnings function intercepts a , so that the relative asymptotic biases of the OLS and within-ij

family estimators depend on the comparison between R  and R -R .  Suppose first that the marginal0 11 12

costs of schooling are identical for members of the same family (r =r ) but that ability has no familyij i

component (i.e. cov[b ,b ] = 0).  In this case all of the schooling differences within families are duei1 i2

to differences in ability, whereas across the population as a whole only a fraction f = F  / (F  + F )b b r
2 2 2

of the variance of schooling is attributable to ability.  As noted earlier, the endogeneity bias

component in the cross-sectional OLS estimator is R  = k·f.  Using equation (19) it is easy to show0

that R  = k·f/(1-(1-f) ) and R  = -k·f·(1-f)/(1-(1-f) ).  Hence R -R  = k, implying that the within-11 12 11 12
2 2

family estimator has a greater endogeneity bias than the cross-sectional estimator. 

At the other extreme, suppose that abilities are the same for members of the same family

(b =b) but that tastes are uncorrelated within families.  In this case schooling differences withinij i
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     A similar argument applies to the asymptotic biases in the two estimators associated with the50

correlation between a  and S .ij ij

families are due entirely to differences in tastes, even though in the population as a whole a fraction

f of the variance in schooling is due to differences in ability.  Hence the within-family estimator is free

of endogeneity biases whereas the OLS estimator has an endogeneity bias component R  = kf.  More0

generally, the relative magnitudes of the endogeneity biases in the within-family and cross-sectional

estimators depend on the relative contributions of ability differentials to the within-family and cross-

sectional variances of schooling outcomes.   A within-family estimator will have a smaller bias if and50

only if ability differences are less important determinants of schooling within families than across the

population as a whole.

Measurement error concerns play a fairly important role in the interpretation of estimates from

sibling and family models.  This is especially true in studies of identical twins, who tend to have very

highly correlated education outcomes.  For example, consider the estimation of equation (17a) using

noisy measures of schooling for both twins.  The multivariate measurement error formula implies that

the probability limit of the coefficient on own-schooling is

                R  - D                      1 - R        cov[S , S +S ]0 0 i1 i1 i2
2

$  S)))))   +  (8 + RS)  )))))   ×       )))))))))G G

                1 - D                        1 - D             var [S ]2 2
i1

where R  is the reliability of measured schooling and D is the correlation of twin's schooling.0

Assuming that R  . 0.9 and D . 0.75 (see e.g. Ashenfelter and Rouse, 1998), this formula implies that0

the probability limit of the own schooling coefficient is roughly  0.8$ + 0.3(8+RS).G G

Much of the twins literature focusses on estimation of a within-family differences model:

)log y   =  J )S   +  )e  .i ) i i
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Assuming that the "pure family effects" assumptions are satisfied and ignoring measurement error,

plim J   =  $ ,)
G

as can be seen by differencing equations (20a) and (20b).  The within-family differenced estimator

is particularly susceptible to measurement error, however, since differencing within families removes

much of the true signal in education.  In particular, if the reliability of observed schooling is R  and0

the correlation between family members' schooling is D then the reliability of the observed difference

in schooling is 

                        R  (1-D)0

R   =    S)))))  .)

                        1 - DR0

When R  . 0.9 and D . 0.75, for example, R  . 0.7, implying a 30 percent attenuation bias in the0 )

OLS estimate of J  for identical twins.  Among fraternal twins the correlation of schooling is lower:)

Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994) and Isacsson (1997) both estimate a correlation for fraternal twins

of about 0.55.  Assuming R  . 0.9 and D . 0.55, R  . 0.8, so one would expect a 20 percent0 )

attenuation bias in the OLS estimate of J  for fraternal twins.)

h. Summary

Table 3 summarizes some of the key models, assumptions, and estimating equations that are

useful in interpreting the returns to schooling literature.  One estimation strategy not included in the

table is instrumental variables based on a comparison between a quasi-experimental treatment group

and a comparison group when the treatment has potentially different effects on the schooling

attainment of different subgroups of the population.  As noted above, under ideal conditions such an

estimator will recover a weighted average of the marginal returns to education for different
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subgroups, where the weight applied to each subgroup is the change in schooling induced by the

treatment.  This weighted average may be above or below the average marginal return to education,

depending on the nature of the intervention and the extent of heterogeneity in marginal returns.

Among the implications of the results summarized in Table 3 are:

(1) The OLS estimator has two ability biases relative to the average marginal return to education

($): one attributable to the correlation between schooling and the intercept of the earningsG

function (a), the other attributable to the correlation between schooling and the slope of thei

earnings function (b ).  The latter is unambiguously positive, but may be small in magnitudei

if the heterogeneity in returns to education is small (or if people lack perfect foresight about

their abilities).

(2) The necessary conditions for IV or control function estimators to yield a consistent estimate

of $ in the presence of heterogeneity in the returns to education are fairly strict.  PlausibleG

sources of exogenous variation in education choices (such as shifts in the cost of schooling)

may not satisfy these conditions, in which case IV will recover a weighted average of marginal

returns for the affected subgroups.

(3) If the OLS estimator is upward-biased by unobserved ability, one would expect an IV

estimator based on family background to be even more upward-biased.

(4) If twins or siblings have identical abilities (and the distributions of abilities among twins are

the same as those in the population as a whole) then a within-family estimator will recover an

asymptotically unbiased estimate of the average marginal return to education.  Otherwise, a

within-family estimator may be more or less biased by unobserved ability effects than the

corresponding cross-sectional OLS estimator, depending on the relative fraction of the
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variance in schooling attributable to ability differences within families versus across the

population.

(5) Measurement error biases are potentially important in interpreting the estimates from different

procedures.  Conventional OLS estimates are probably downward-biased by about 10

percent; OLS estimates that control for family background (or the education of a sibling) may

be downward-biased by 15 percent or more; and within-family differenced estimates may be

downward-biased by 20-30 percent, with the upper range more likely for identical twins.

III.  A Selective Review of Recent Empirical Studies

I now turn to a selective review of the recent literature on estimating the return to schooling.

I summarize three sets of findings: instrumental variables estimates of the return to education based

on institutional features of the education system; estimates based on either controlling for family

background or using family background as an instrument for schooling; and estimates based on the

schooling and earnings of twins.  I also briefly review recent efforts to model observable

heterogeneity in the returns to schooling.  One strand of literature that I do not consider are studies

of the return to schooling that attempt to control for ability using observed test scores.  Some of the

subtle issues involved in developing a causal framework for the interpretation of test scores, schooling

outcomes, and earnings are considered in Griliches (1977, 1979), Chamberlain (1977), Chamberlain

and Griliches (1975, 1977).
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     This idea is also proving useful in studies of the effect of school quality.  For example,51

Angrist and Lavy (1997) use information on maximum class size to identify the effect of class size
on student achievement.

a. Instrumental Variables Based on Institutional Features of the School System

One of the most important new directions of research in the recent literature on schooling is

the use of institutional features of the schooling system as a source of credible identifying information

for disentangling the causal effects of schooling.   Table 4 summarizes seven recent studies that51

estimate the return to schooling using instrumental variables based on this idea.  For each study I

report both OLS and IV estimates derived from the same sample with the same control variables.

Angrist and Krueger's (1991) landmark study uses an individual's quarter of birth (interacted

with year of birth or state of birth in some specifications) as an instrument for schooling.  They show

that men born from 1930 to 1959 with birth dates earlier in the year have slightly less schooling then

men born later in the year -- an effect they attribute to compulsory schooling laws.  Angrist and

Krueger note that people born in the same calendar year typically start school at the same time.  As

a result, individuals born earlier in the year reach the minimum school-leaving age at a lower grade

then people born later in the year, allowing those who want to drop out as soon as legally possible

to leave school with less education.  Assuming that quarter of birth is independent of taste and ability

factors, this phenomenon generates exogenous variation in education that can be used in an IV

estimation scheme.  It is worth emphasizing that compulsory schooling laws presumably raise the

education of people who would otherwise choose low levels of schooling.  If these individuals have

higher or lower marginal returns to education than other people, a quarter-of-birth-based IV estimator

may over- or under-estimate the average marginal return to education in the population as a whole.
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Angrist and Krueger's empirical analysis confirms that the quarterly pattern in school

attainment is paralleled by a similar pattern in earnings.  As shown in Table 4, their IV estimates of

the return to education are typically higher than the corresponding OLS estimates, although for some

cohorts and specifications the two estimators are very close, and in no case is the difference between

the IV and OLS estimators statistically significant.

Angrist and Krueger's findings have attracted much interest and some criticism.  Bound,

Jaeger, and Baker (1995) point out that several of Angrist and Krueger's IV models (specifically,

those that use interactions between quarter of birth and state of birth as predictors for education)

include large numbers of weak instruments, and are therefore asymptotically biased toward the

corresponding OLS estimates.  This "weak instruments" bias is less of an issue for the specifications

reported in Table 4, which rely on a more parsimonious set of instruments.  Moreover, to the extent

that Angrist and Krueger's IV estimates are above the corresponding OLS estimates, one might infer

that asymptotically unbiased estimates of the causal effect of education are even higher.  This is

confirmed by the findings of Staiger and Stock (1997), who re-analyze the 1980 Census samples used

by Angrist and Krueger and compute a variety of asymptotically valid confidence intervals for

standard IV and limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) estimates.  Staiger and Stock's

preferred LIML estimates, utilizing quarter of birth interacted with state of birth and year of birth as

instruments, are reported in row 2 of Table 4.  These are somewhat above the corresponding

conventional IV estimates and, 50-70 percent higher than the OLS estimates.

A second criticism of Angrist and Krueger's findings, raised by Bound and Jaeger (1996), is

that quarter of birth may be correlated with unobserved ability differences.  Bound and Jaeger

examine the schooling outcomes of earlier cohorts of men who were not subject to compulsory
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     Quarter of birth is only reported in the 1940 Census for children under one year of age. 52

There are 19,089 children under 1 year of age in the public use file, of whom 98.4 percent can be
matched to a female head of household and 95.3 percent can be matched to a male head of
household.

schooling institutions and find some evidence of seasonal patterns.  They also discuss evidence from

the sociobiology and psychobiology literature which suggests that season of birth is related to family

background and the incidence of mental illness.

To evaluate the differences in family background by quarter of birth for cohorts roughly

comparable to the ones in Angrist and Krueger's study, I compared the mean levels of parents'

education by quarter of birth for children under one year of age in the 1940 Census.   The mean years52

of education for mothers of children born in quarters I, II, III, and IV, are 9.04, 8.95, 8.97, and 8.95

respectively (with standard errors of about 0.05).  The corresponding means of father's education are

8.61, 8.50, 8.52, and 8.58.  These comparisons give no indication that children born in the first

quarter come from relatively disadvantaged family backgrounds, and suggest that the seasonality

patterns identified by Angrist and Krueger are probably not caused by differences in family

background.

The third study summarized in Table 4, by Kane and Rouse (1993), is primarily concerned

with the relative labor market valuation of credits from regular (4-year) and junior (2-year) colleges.

Their findings suggest that credits awarded by the two types of colleges are interchangeable: in light

of this conclusion they measure schooling in terms of total college credit equivalents.  In analyzing

the earnings effects of college credits, Kane and Rouse compare OLS specifications against IV

models that use the distance to the nearest 2-year and 4-year colleges and state-specific tuition rates
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as instruments.  Their IV estimates based on these instruments are 15-50% above the corresponding

OLS specifications.

Two subsequent studies by Card (1995b) and Conneely and Uusitalo (1997) examine the

schooling and earnings differentials associated with growing up near a college or university.  The

Card (1995b) study finds that when college proximity is used as an instrument for schooling in the

National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) Young Men sample, the resulting IV estimator is substantially

above the corresponding OLS estimator, although rather imprecise.  Consistent with the idea that

accessibility matters more for individuals on the margin of continuing their education, college

proximity is found to have a bigger effect for children of less-educated parents.  This suggests an

alternative specification that uses interactions of college proximity with family background variables

as instruments for schooling, and includes college proximity as a direct control variable.  The IV

estimate from this interacted specification is somewhat lower than the estimate using college

proximity alone, but still about 30 percent above the OLS estimate.

The Conneely-Uusitalo (1997) study utilizes a very rich Finnish data set that combines family

background information, military test scores, and administrative earnings data for men who served

in the army in 1982.  Like Kane and Rouse (1993) and Card (1995b) they find that IV estimates of

the returns to schooling based on college proximity exceed the corresponding OLS estimates by 20-

30 percent, depending on what other controls are added to the model.  It is worth noting that all three

of these studies report models that control for a fairly detailed set of family background

characteristics.  Such controls are desirable if families that live near colleges have different family

backgrounds, and if family background has some independent causal effect on earnings.  Conneely

and Uusitalo's IV estimate controlling for parental education and earnings is below the IV estimate
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     Conneely and Uusitalo also implement a more general control function estimator, as53

described above.

that excludes these controls, but is still above the simplest OLS estimate without family background

controls.  Despite the rather large size of their sample (about 22,000 observations) and the very high

quality of their underlying data, Conneely and Uusitalo's IV estimates are somewhat imprecise, and

are not significantly different from their OLS estimates.53

The sixth study in Table 4, by Maluccio (1997), applies the school proximity idea to data from

the rural Philippines.  Maluccio combines education and earnings information for a sample of young

adults with data for their parents' households, including the distance to the nearest high school and

an indicator for the presence of a local private high school.  These variables have a relatively strong

effect on completed education in this sample.  Maluccio estimates OLS and conventional IV models

using school proximity as an instrument, as well as IV models that include a selectivity correction for

employment status and location.  Both IV estimates are substantially above the corresponding OLS

estimates.  Maluccio's analysis suggests that the reliability of his schooling variable is somewhat lower

than in conventional U.S. or European data sets (R .0.8), accounting for some of the gap between0

the IV and OLS estimates.  Unfortunately, Maluccio does not present OLS or IV models that control

for family background.  Rather, he presents IV models that use parental education and wealth as

additional instruments for education, leading to slightly smaller but somewhat more precise IV

estimates.

The final study summarized in Table 4, by Harmon and Walker (1995), examines the returns

to education among a relatively large sample of British male household heads.  Harmon and Walker

use as instrumental variables for schooling a pair of dummy variables that index changes in the
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     Ichino and Winter-Ebmer (1998) document that across Europe, the educational attainments54

of children born between 1930 and 1935 were substantially below those of children born just
earlier or later. 

     Their specifications control for age and survey year.  One can infer the presence of important55

cohort effects from the fact that their survey year effects show a 0.5 year rise in educational
attainment between surveys in 1979 and 1986, controlling for age and the school leaving age
indicators.

minimum school leaving age in Britain -- from 14 to 15 in 1947, and from 15 to 16 in 1973.  These

are effectively cohort dummies that distinguish between men born before 1932, those born from 1933

to 1957, and those born after 1957.  As shown in Table 4 their IV estimate is considerably above their

OLS estimate (2.5 times higher) and is relatively precise.  There are several aspects of their estimation

strategy that suggest the need for caution in the interpretation of these findings, however.  Most

importantly, the 1947 law change -- which is the major source of identification in their results -- came

just after World War II.   Moreover, Harmon and Walker do not allow for systematic growth in54

educational attainment for consecutive cohorts of men, other than that attributable to the law changes

in 1947 and 1973.   Both these factors may bias their IV estimator up.55

In addition to the studies included in Table 4, a number of other recent studies have used IV

techniques to estimate the return to schooling.  One innovative example is Hausman and Taylor

(1981), which uses the means of three time-varying covariates (age and indicators for the incidence

of bad health and unemployment) as instruments for education in a panel data model of earnings

outcomes for prime-age men.  Hausman and Taylor find that the return to schooling rises from about

0.07 in OLS specifications to 0.12-0.13 in their IV specifications.  Although more recent studies have

not directly followed Hausman and Taylor's methodology, their use of mean age as an instrument for
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schooling is equivalent to using a linear cohort variable, and is thus similar in spirit to Harmon and

Walker.

A very recent study by Ichino and Winter-Ebmer (1998) also utilizes birth cohort as a source

of variation in schooling outcomes.  In particular, Ichino and Winter-Ebmer focus on the earnings and

schooling outcomes of Austrian and German men born from 1930 to 1935.  They argue that World

War II had a particularly strong effect on the educational attainment of children who reached their

early teens during the war and lived in countries directly subject to hostilities.  Using data for 14

countries they find relatively big differences in completed education for children in the 1930-35 cohort

in countries that were most heavily affected by the war (e.g. Germany, Austria and the U.K.) but

relatively small differences for this cohort in other places (e.g. the U.S. and Ireland).  When they use

an indicator for the 1930-35 cohort as an instrument for low educational attainment they find that the

earnings disadvantage roughly doubles from its OLS value.  While one might be concerned that the

1930-35 cohort suffered other disadvantages besides their disrupted education careers, these results

are comparable to Harmon and Walker's (1995) in terms of the magnitude of the IV/OLS gap.

Another study not reported in Table 4, by Angrist and Krueger (1992), examines the potential

effect of "draft avoidance" behavior on the education and earnings of men who were at risk of

induction in the 1970-73 Viet Nam war draft lotteries.  Since enrolled students could obtain draft

exemptions, many observers have argued that the draft lottery led to higher college enrollment rates,

particularly for men whose lottery numbers implied the highest risk of induction.  If true, one could

use draft lottery numbers -- which were randomly assigned by day of birth -- as instruments for

education.  While Angrist and Krueger (1992) report IV estimates based on this idea, their subsequent

research showed that the link between lottery numbers and completed education is quite weak.  In
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     The IV estimates are typically equal to or just above the OLS estimates.56

fact, the differences in education across groups of men with different lottery numbers are not

statistically significant.  Thus, one cannot use draft lottery numbers to draw valid inferences about

the causal effect of education.56

A conclusion that emerges from the results in Table 4 and from other IV-based studies is that

instrumental variables estimates of the return to schooling typically exceed the corresponding OLS

estimates -- often by 30 percent or more.  If one assumes on a priori grounds that OLS methods lead

to upward-biased estimates of the true return to education, the even larger IV estimates obtained in

many recent studies present something of a puzzle.  A number of hypotheses have been offered to

explain this puzzle.  The first -- suggested by Bound and Jaeger (1996), for example -- is that the IV

estimates are even further upward biased than the corresponding OLS estimates by unobserved

differences between the characteristics of the treatment and comparison groups implicit in the IV

scheme.  This is certainly a plausible explanation for some part of the gap between OLS and IV in

studies that do not control directly for family background, but it is less compelling for studies that

include family background controls. 

A second explanation -- proposed by Griliches (1977) and echoed by Angrist and Krueger

(1991) -- is that ability biases in the OLS estimates of the return to schooling are relatively small, and

that the gaps between the IV and OLS estimates in Table 4 reflect the downward bias in the OLS

estimates attributable to measurement errors.  The imprecision of most of the IV estimates in Table

4 makes it difficult to rule out this explanation on a study-by-study basis.  Since measurement error

bias by itself can only explain a 10 percent gap between OLS and IV, however, it seems unlikely that
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     One caveat to this conclusion is the possibility that measurement errors are larger, or more57

systematically correlated with schooling levels, for individuals most affected by the interventions
underlying the analyses in Table 4.  Kane, Rouse and Staiger (1997) find some evidence of this. 

     Across the studies in Table 4 the IV-OLS gap is negatively related to the sampling error of58

the IV estimate, although the correlation is positive if the Harmon-Walker study is excluded.

so many studies would find large positive gaps between their IV and OLS estimates simply because

of measurement error.57

A third possibility, suggested in a recent overview of the returns to education literature by

Ashenfelter and Harmon (1998), is "publication bias".  They hypothesize that in searching across

alternative specifications for a statistically significant IV estimate, a researcher is more likely to select

a specification that yields a large point estimate of the return to education. As evidence of this

behavior they point to a positive correlation across studies between the IV-OLS gap in the estimated

return to education and the sampling error of the IV estimate.   58

While all three of these explanations have some appeal, I believe a fourth explanation based

on underlying heterogeneity in the returns to education is also potentially important.  Factors like

compulsory schooling or the accessibility of schools are most likely to affect the schooling choices

of individuals who would otherwise have relatively low schooling.  If these individuals have higher-

than-average marginal returns to schooling, then instrumental variables estimators based on

compulsory schooling or school proximity might be expected to yield estimated returns to schooling

above the corresponding OLS estimates.  A necessary condition for this phenomenon is that marginal

rates of return to schooling are negatively correlated with the level of schooling across the population.

In the model presented in Section II, the covariance of the return to schooling with the level of

schooling is  E[ $ (S -S) ] = (kf-k ) · Var[S ], where k=k +k  and f is the fraction of the variance ofi i 1 i 1 2
G
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     Specifically, following the lead of Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994), both Miller et al and59

Ashenfelter and Rouse make use of information collected from twins on their own and their
sibling's education.

schooling outcomes attributable to variation in ability.  If individual discount rates are constant (i.e.

k =0) this covariance is necessarily negative.  Even if individuals have increasing marginal discount2

rates (because of taste factors or financial constraints) marginal returns to education will be higher

for less-educated individuals if ability differences are not "too important" in the determination of

schooling outcomes, and if the marginal return to schooling is decreasing.  In this case, IV estimates

of the return to schooling based on institutional changes that raise schooling levels among less-

educated subgroups may well exceed the corresponding OLS estimates.

b. Estimators Using Family Background as a Control or Instrument

Table 5 summarizes some findings on the use of family background (typically parental

education or the education of a sibling) as either a control variable or instrument in models of the

return to education.  For most of the studies presented in the table I report three estimates of the

return to education: an OLS estimate that excludes family background controls; an OLS estimate that

controls for one or more family background characteristics; and an IV estimator that uses the same

family background variable(s) as an instrument for education.  For two of the studies (Miller et al,

1995; and Ashenfelter and Rouse, 1998) I also present measurement-error corrected IV estimates for

models that include both an individual's education and his or her sibling's education, using multiple

reports of the siblings' education as instruments.   It should be noted that most of the studies59

described in Table 5 do not focus directly on the specifications I have summarized, but rather report

these results incidentally.
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     The IV estimate associated with the data in my 1995b study is not reported in the published60

version of the paper.

     The GSS has the advantage of including large samples of men and women.  Earnings61

information in this survey pertains to annual income: I imputed interval midpoints to the
categorical data in the survey.

     Recall that these 3 estimators are mechanically linked.  If mother's education has a negative62

effect controlling for daughter's education, then the IV estimate using mother's education as an
instrument is necessarily below the OLS estimate.

The first group of studies in the table utilize parental education as a family background

indicator.  The Card (1995b) and Conneely-Uusitalo (1997) studies have already been described.60

I prepared the estimates for the General Social Survey (GSS) sample specifically for this review.61

The Ashenfelter and Zimmerman (1997) paper uses father's education as a background variable in one

set of models, and brother's education in another.  With the exception of the results for women in the

GSS, the results for these four studies are remarkably consistent.  In all four cases the addition of

parental education as a control variable (or set of controls) lowers the measured return to education

by 5-10 percent (about the magnitude of the decline expected on account of measurement error

factors alone); while the use of parental education as an instrument leads to IV estimates that are at

least 15 percent above the corresponding OLS estimates.  Moreover (although not shown in the

table), the coefficient of the parental education variable itself is positive and significant, but small in

magnitude.  For women in the GSS sample the addition of mother's education has essentially no effect

on the return to a woman's own education, and higher mother's education has a very small negative

effect on earnings.  As a consequence the IV estimate for the GSS female sample is slightly lower

than the OLS estimate.62
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     Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998) actually report estimates of models that include S  and63
i1

(S +S )/2 (i.e. average family education).  These coefficients can be "unscrambled" to show thei1 i2

direct effects of S  and S , although there is not enough information to construct standard errorsi1 i2

for these effects. 

The fifth, sixth and seventh studies described in Table 5 all utilize samples of twins: in each

case family background is measured by a sibling's education.  Interestingly, the effect of adding a

twin's education in these samples is similar to the effect of adding parental background in the other

studies: the coefficient of own-schooling falls by 10-25 percent.  Since twin's education levels are

even more highly correlated than father-son or sibling education levels, the magnitude of this drop

is not far off the decline attributable to measurement error factors alone.  The Miller et al and

Ashenfelter-Rouse studies allow a direct test of the "pure measurement error" explanation, since in

both cases the authors report estimates for IV models that include both twins' education levels (as

reported by one twin) instrumented by the education levels reported by the other twin.   As shown63

in the Table, the measurement-error corrected estimates of the return to own- education with controls

for twin's-education are about equal to the corresponding measurement error-corrected OLS

estimates that do not control for family background.

Based on these findings for twins, and the results in the other studies in Table 5, I conclude

that whatever biases exist in conventional OLS estimates of the return to education are also present

in models that control for family background.  Apart from an effect attributable to measurement error,

the return to education is about the same when controls are introduced for the education of one's

parents or siblings.  In the context of the models summarized in Table 3, this finding suggests that the

bias component in the simple OLS estimator, 8  + R S, is about the same size as, or only slightly0 0
G

bigger than, the bias in the estimator that controls for family background, 8  + R S .1 1
G
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     This conclusion differs slightly from Griliches' (1979, p. S59) tentative conclusion that64

"measured parental characteristics ... appear to affect earnings primarily via their effect on the
level of achieved schooling.  The market does not appear to pay for them directly."   Another
dimension of family background that seems to have some effect on education of women is the sex
composition of one's siblings.  Butcher and Case (1994) show that women with brothers (rather
than sisters) have slightly more education.  They also use sex composition as an instrument for
schooling and find much larger IV than OLS estimates of the return to schooling.  Even though
sex composition is random, it is unclear that its only effect on earnings is via education: thus
Butcher and Case's (1994) IV estimates may be biased.

 On the other hand, measures of family background such as parental or sibling education

typically exert a small positive effect on earnings (i.e. the term 8  + R S is positive).  Thus, IV2 2
G

estimates using family background as an exogenous determinant of schooling are often (but not

always) substantially above the corresponding OLS estimates.   This conclusion is potentially64

important for interpreting other IV estimates of the return to education based on factors like

proximity to college or other institutional features of the education system.  To the extent that

individuals in the treatment and control groups of a quasi-experimental analysis have different family

backgrounds, one might expect a positive upward bias in the resulting IV estimators.  The IV results

in Table 5 suggest that it is particularly important to control for family background (or verify that

family background is the same in the treatment and control groups) in any instrumental variables

analysis of the return to schooling.

As noted in Section II, although the addition of controls for family background will not

necessarily lead to consistent estimates of the true return to schooling, under certain assumptions

estimates from models that control for family background can be used to obtain consistent estimates

of the average marginal return to education.  Specifically, if one assumes that 8  + R S = 8  + R S,1 1 2 2
G G

the upward bias in the estimated own schooling coefficient is equal to the probability limit of the

family background variable's coefficient.  Thus one can subtract the latter from the former and obtain
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     If there is heterogeneity in returns to education equations (17a) and (17b) imply that the65

coefficients of the seemingly unrelated regression depend on the mean levels of education of the
different family members.

a consistent estimate of $.  Given that family background variables like the education of a parent orG

sibling typically exert a small positive effect on earnings, application of this procedure to the studies

in Table 5 would lead to estimates of the average marginal return to schooling that are somewhat

below the OLS estimates.  Subtraction of the coefficient of a parent's or sibling's education from the

own schooling coefficient is equivalent to a within-family estimator.  Since the assumptions required

to justify this estimator are most appealing in the case of twins, I defer a more detailed discussion to

the next section. 

Under slightly weaker assumptions but with more information -- specifically, with information

on the earnings of the family member whose data is used as a control -- it still may be possible to

estimate the average marginal return to schooling.  In particular, under the "pure family effects"

assumption that siblings or parents share the same abilities, one can derive an estimate of $ from theG

coefficients of a seemingly unrelated regression of each family members' earnings on his or her own

schooling, and the other family members schooling (see equations (17a) and (17b)).  Ashenfelter and

Zimmerman report estimates from this procedure applied to brothers and father-son pairs, with and

without corrections for measurement error biases.  Their estimation methods ignore heterogeneity

in the returns to schooling.  This is not a problem for their sample of brothers, who have roughly the

same mean education, but may be more of an issue for their father-son sample, since the sons have

about four years more education than the fathers.65

After accounting for plausible measurement error biases, Ashenfelter and Zimmerman's

findings for brothers imply estimates of $ about equal to the corresponding OLS estimates.  TheirG
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estimates for father-son pairs are more sensitive to assumptions about whether the true return to

education is the same for fathers and sons, and whether fathers and sons are exchangeable in the

projection equations for the latent family ability term.  Their least restrictive specifications suggest

a slightly lower estimate of $ for fathers than the corresponding OLS estimate, but a much lowerG

estimate of $ for sons.  Given their results for brothers, however, an alternative interpretation is thatG

the "pure family effects" assumption is inappropriate for father-son pairs.  In fact, Ashenfelter and

Zimmerman find that a slightly modified model that allows latent family ability to have a differential

effect on the intercepts of fathers' and sons' earnings equations seems to fit the data fairly well.  After

correcting for measurement error, this specification implies estimates of $ for fathers and sons thatG

are 25-50 percent lower than the corresponding OLS estimates.

c. Studies of Education and Earnings Using Twins

Table 6 summarizes five recent studies that compare the education and earnings of twins.

Two features of these studies contrast with the earlier literature on twins surveyed by Griliches

(1979).  First, the samples in the recent literature are relatively large, and tend to include a broader

range of age and family background groups.  Second, following the lead of Ashenfelter and Krueger's

(1994) innovative paper, most of the recent studies squarely address the problem of measurement

error.  For each study I report a cross-sectional (OLS) return to education, and two within-family

differenced estimates: one estimated by OLS and the other corrected for measurement error.

The Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998) study utilizes three years of data collected in the Princeton

Twins Survey (PTS): their sample includes 340 pairs of identical twins, 60 percent of whom are

women.  As shown for the two specifications in Table 6, Ashenfelter and Rouse's within-family
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     Rouse (1997, Table 3) presents some results which suggest that Ashenfelter and Krueger's66

findings are attributable to sampling variability associated with their relatively small sample.

     With two measures of each twin's education there are four possible estimates of the67

differences in education.  Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994) and Rouse (1997) examine the
covariance structure of these differences and conclude that the measurement errors in a given
twin's reports of her own education and her sibling's education are slightly correlated.  Differences
in the reports that a given twin provides of the two education levels will eliminate this correlation.

     The IV estimate for Rouse (1997) in Table 6 (which uses one twin's report of the difference68

in the pair's education as an instrument for the other twin's) is not reported in her paper, but was
reported by Rouse in a private communication to Gary Solon.

estimates of the return to education are about 30 percent lower than their corresponding OLS

estimates.  This finding contrasts with the results in Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994) based on only

one year of data from the PTS, which indicated a  bigger within-family than OLS estimate.   The66

PTS questionnaire asked each twin their own education and their sibling's education.  This extra set

of responses allow Ashenfelter and Rouse to use one twin's responses about the difference in

schooling for the pair as an instrument for the other twin's responses.   The IV estimates, presented67

in the third column of Table 6, are 25 percent larger than the simple differenced estimates, and about

10 percent below the corresponding OLS estimates.  Rouse (1997) extends the analysis in Ashenfelter

in Rouse with one further year of data from the PTS.  Her findings, summarized in row 2 of Table

6, are generally consistent with those in Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998), although Rouse's IV estimate

is somewhat above the estimate reported by Ashenfelter and Rouse, and actually exceeds the OLS

estimate for the same sample.68

The study by Miller et al (1995) uses data for 1,170 Australian twin pairs (about one-half

female).  The advantage of the large sample size is offset by the absence of useable income data:

Miller et al have to impute incomes based on two-digit occupation.  Thus, twins with the same two-
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     It would be interesting to compare the use of actual income data and imputed incomes in a69

data set that includes both, such as the PTS, to judge whether the imputation differentially affects
cross-sectional versus within-family estimates of the return to education.

     The NAS-NRC sample has been extensively analyzed by some of the same co-authors, e.g.70

Behrman et al (1980).  Behrman et al impute earnings for the Minnesota sample using occupation.

     This ratio is slightly higher than the ratio reported in earlier work by Behrman et al (1980)71

for identical twins in the NAS-NRC sample.  Griliches (1979) characterized their results as
showing a 65 percent reduction in the return to schooling between the OLS and within-family
estimators.

digit occupation are coded as having the same income.   For identical twins Miller et al find that the69

within-family estimate of the return to education is almost 50 percent lower than the cross-sectional

estimate; for fraternal twins, the within-family estimator is 40 percent lower.  Like the PTS, the

Australian twins data set includes multiple reports of each twin's education.  Miller et al follow

Ashenfelter and Krueger's (1994) procedure of using one twin's responses on the difference in

schooling for the pair as an instrument for the other's responses.  For identical twins, the resulting IV

estimate is about 40 percent above the differenced OLS estimate, but still 25 percent below the cross-

sectional estimate.  For fraternal twins the IV estimate is actually slightly above the OLS estimate.

Behrman et al (1994) analyze a data set that pools the NAS-NRC sample of white male World

War II veterans with data on men from the Minnesota Twins Registry.   While the main focus of70

their paper is on models of inter-familial resource allocation, an appendix table reports cross-sectional

and within-family estimates of the return to schooling.  For identical twins, Behrman et al find that

the within-family estimate of the return to schooling is about 50 percent as large as the cross-sectional

OLS estimate,  while for fraternal twins the relative ratio is 80 percent.  Although they do not71

actually estimate IV models to correct for measurement error, Behrman et al report that the reliability

of the within-family difference in schooling for identical twins in the NAS-NRC sample is 0.62.  Using
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     There is a substantial difference in timing in the two measures.  The register-based estimate72

pertains to 1990 while the self-reported measures were collected in 1974.  Isacsson's earnings
data are based on administrative records for 1987, 1990, and 1993.

     He also reports some evidence on the appropriateness of the assumptions that are needed to73

justify consistency of these estimates.

this estimate, a corrected estimate of the within-family return to schooling for identical twins is 0.056.

Behrman et al do not give a comparable estimate of the reliability ratio for fraternal twins.  Results

in Miller et al and Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994), however, suggest that the reliability of within-

family differences in schooling for fraternal twins is about 0.8.  Using this estimate, a corrected

estimate of the within-family return to schooling for fraternal twins is 0.071.  The relative magnitudes

of the OLS and within-family estimators for identical and fraternal twins in Behrman et al and Miller

et al are therefore very comparable.

Finally, Isacsson (1997) analyses earnings and schooling differences among a large sample of

Swedish twins (about one-half women).  For a subsample of the data he has information on two

measures of schooling: one in a register held by Statistics Sweden; another based on self-reported

education qualifications.   As shown in Table 6, Isacsson finds that the within-family estimate of the72

return to schooling for identical twins in the subsample with two schooling measures is less than 50

percent as large as the corresponding OLS estimator, while for fraternal twins the ratio is 80 percent.

He constructs IV estimates for the within-family model using the difference in the survey measures

of schooling as an instrument for the differences in the registry measures.   For identical twins, the73

within-family IV estimator is only marginally above the within-family OLS estimate, implying almost

no measurement error bias.  For fraternal twins, on the other hand, the IV procedure raises the

within-family estimate by 35 percent.  Since one would have expected a bigger measurement error
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     The "twins population" may be fairy broad or very narrow, depending on the data set.74

attenuation for identical twins than fraternal twins, the patterns of Isacsson's findings are somewhat

puzzling.

Isacsson also constructs measurement-error-corrected estimates of the return to education

for a broader sample of twins, assuming "low" and "high" estimates of the reliability of his main

schooling measure (reliabilities of 0.85 and 0.95, respectively).  The results are summarized in the last

two rows of Table 6.  For fraternal twins the corrected within-family estimates lie in a fairly tight

range (0.044 to 0.060) that brackets the within-family IV estimate based on the two schooling

measures (0.054).  For identical twins the range of the corrected estimates is wider (0.027 to 0.060)

and lies above the within-family IV estimate based on the two schooling measures (0.024).

Taken as a whole, Isacsson's results suggest that the measurement-error-corrected within-

family estimate of the return to education for fraternal twins in Sweden is about as big or even bigger

than the corresponding OLS estimate.  The precise relative magnitude of the measurement-error-

corrected within-family estimate for identical twins is more uncertain, and seems to be very sensitive

to assumptions about measurement error.  A cautious interpretation of Isacsson's findings is that there

may be some upward bias in OLS estimates of the return to schooling relative to the within-family

estimate for identical twins.

What general conclusions can be drawn from the recent twins literature?  Suppose on a priori

grounds one believes that identical twins have identical abilities.  Then the within-family estimator for

identical twins, corrected for measurement error biases, is consistent for the average marginal return

to schooling in the overall twins population.   Assuming that this is the case, the estimates in Table74

6 suggest that a cross-sectional OLS estimator yields a slightly upward-biased estimate of the average
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       To see this, write the plim of the OLS estimator as 75

R ($+G ) , and the plim of the measurement-error corrected fraternal-twins-based estimator as0 ols
G

($+G ).  If the OLS and corrected fraternal twins estimators are about equal, then R ($+G )=G
f 0 ols

G

($+G ).  Assuming that R .0.9, if G  is 10-20 percent of $, G /G  is 45-60 percent.G
f 0 f f ols

G

marginal return to education: the magnitude of the bias ranges across studies from 50 percent

(Isacsson) to zero (Rouse).  Given the limitations of the imputed earnings data used by Miller et al

and Behrman et al, and the uncertainties in the measurement error corrections for Isacsson's study,

I put more weight on the Ashenfelter-Rouse and Rouse studies, which suggest a smaller range of

biases -- more like 10-15 percent.

A second conclusion emerges from the three studies that present results for fraternal twins.

In these studies the measurement-error-corrected within-family estimator of the return to education

for fraternal twins is about equal to the corresponding OLS estimator.  Interestingly, Ashenfelter and

Zimmerman's measurement-error-corrected estimate of the return to schooling for brothers --

constructed under the assumption that brothers have identical abilities -- is also about equal to the

corresponding OLS estimate.  Since fraternal twins are essentially brothers (or sisters) with the same

age, the similarity of the findings for fraternal twins and brothers is reassuring.  Assuming that OLS

estimates are upward-biased relative to the true average causal effect of education, the within-family

estimates based on fraternal twins or brothers must also be upward-biased.  Moreover, since the OLS

estimator is downward biased by measurement error, whereas the corrected within-family estimates

for fraternal twins or brothers are not, one can conclude that the ability bias in within-family

estimators for fraternal twins or brothers are smaller than the ability bias in cross-sectional OLS

estimators: on the order of one-half as large.   This implies that ability differences between brothers75
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     The more recent study by Behrman et al (1994), however, finds reinforcing behavior in the76

allocation of school resources within families.

     The latter finding seems to be at odds with results in Behrman et al (1994, Table A2) who77

report a strong relationship between differences in education and differences in spouses' education
among identical twins.

or sisters are relatively less important determinants of within-family schooling outcomes than are

overall ability differences in the determination of schooling outcomes for the population as a whole.

Such a finding opens up the interesting question of how and why families affect the schooling

decisions of children with differential abilities.  Behrman et al (1982) present a model incorporating

parental preferences in the distribution of education resources across siblings that is consistent with

either reinforcing or compensatory behavior (i.e., families may spend more educating either their

more- or less-able children).  Their empirical findings support the notion of compensatory parental

behavior -- behavior that would lead to a reduction in the relative importance of ability differences

in determining education outcomes within families than between families.76

If one does not believe that identical twins have identical abilities, then even the within-family

estimator of the return to education for identical twins may be biased by ability differences.

Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998) present a variety of indirect evidence in support of the hypothesis that

identical twins are truly identical, and that differences in their schooling levels are attributable to

random factors rather than to ability differences.  For example, they report that schooling differences

among identical twins are uncorrelated with birth order and with their spouse's education.   Despite77

this evidence, and the strong intuitive appeal of the "equal abilities" assumption for identical twins,

however, I suspect that observers with a strong a priori belief in the importance of ability bias will

remain unconvinced.
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     Previous studies that model school quality effects on the return to education include Akin78

and Garfinkel (1980) and Link, Ratledge and Lewis (1980).

d. Direct Evidence on the Heterogeneity in Returns to Education

A final set of results in the recent literature that are worth briefly reviewing concern

observable sources of variation in the return to education.  Among the potential sources of

heterogeneity that have been identified and studied are school quality, family background, and ability,

as measured by IQ or aptitude test scores.

Much interest in the connection between school quality and the return to education was

stimulated by the observation that black men had substantially lower returns to schooling than white

men in the early 1960s (e.g. Welch, 1973).  Moreover, most of the convergence in black-white

relative wages that occurred in the 1960s and 1970s can be attributed to a combination of rising

relative returns to education for more recent cohorts of black men, and the increasing relative

education of blacks relative to whites (Smith and Welch, 1986, 1989).  Since the relative quality of

schools attended by black students in the segregated southern states improved significantly between

1920 and 1960 (Card and Krueger, 1992b), these facts have led researchers to speculate that

increases in school quality may lead to increasing educational attainment and higher returns to

education.

Card and Krueger (1992a, 1992b) estimate rates of return to schooling for different cohorts

of white and black men who were born in different states and correlate these returns with measures

of school quality by cohort and state-of-birth.   A distinctive feature of measured returns to78

education which complicates this analysis is the fact that education-related wage differentials are
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     This feature of the U.S. labor market was documented in Chiswick (1974).  Dahl (1997)79

presents a thorough summary of the variation in returns to education by state in 1980 and 1990,
and evaluates the contribution of selective migration to these patterns.

     This assumption is criticized by Heckman et al (1997) because it ignores the possibility of80

selective migration.  Interestingly, Heckman et al find larger average effects of school quality in
models that control for selective migration by including a function of the distance that individuals
have migrated between their state of residence and state of birth.  See Card and Krueger (1996)
for a summary and discussion.

higher in some parts of the U.S. than others.   Card and Krueger address this by assuming an additive79

structure to the return to education: an individual born in one state and working in another receives

the sum of a state-of-birth component (that presumably varies with school quality); and a state-of-

residence component.   Under this assumption, Card and Krueger (1992a, 1992b) show that the80

state-of-birth components in the returns to schooling are systematically correlated with characteristics

of the school system.  For example, their results suggest that lowering the state-wide pupil-teacher

ratio by 10 students raises the rate of return to education earned by students from the state by about

0.9 percentage points.  

From the point of view of the models presented in Section II, another interesting finding

reported by Card and Krueger is that students who grew up in states with better quality schools

acquired more education.  For example, their results for white men imply that a reduction in the

statewide pupil-teacher ratio by 10 students raises average educational attainment by 0.6 years.  In

principle, school quality may affect educational attainment by lowering the marginal cost of schooling,

or by raising the marginal benefits of schooling, or both.  If one ignores the cost effect, then the

implied estimate of the parameter k in equation (4) for white men born in the 1920-50 period is
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     In the model, S  = (b -r )/k.  If a rise in school quality that raises the average return to81
i i i

schooling by 0.009 leads to 0.6 years of added schooling then k.0.013.

     There is an earlier literature that includes interactions of family background and ability82

measures with schooling.  Hauser (1973) found little evidence that father's occupational status
affected the return to schooling of sons.  Similarly, Olneck (1979) concludes that IQ and father's
education have little systematic effect on the return to education.  On the other hand, Hause
(1972) and Willis and Rosen (1979) find positive interactions between aptitude test scores and
education.

0.013.   This in turn suggests that the magnitude of the endogeneity component (R S = k·f·S) in the81
0
G G

OLS estimate of the return to schooling is about 0.15f, where f is the fraction of the variance in

school outcomes that is attributable to differences in ability versus differences in tastes.  Assuming

that the endogeneity bias is about .015 (as implied by the results in Ashenfelter and Rouse, 1998) f

is about 10 percent.  These calculations are obviously speculative: nevertheless, they illustrate the

potential usefulness of data on observable determinants of the return to education in developing a

better understanding about the causal effects of education.

Further evidence on the extent of heterogeneity in returns to education and its relationship

to school quality and family background is presented in a series of papers by Altonji and Dunn (1995,

1997a, 1997b) that study earnings and schooling data for sibling pairs in the National Longitudinal

Surveys of Young Men and Young Women and the Panel Study of Income Dynamics.  Altonji and

Dunn fit models of log earnings that include education, various control variables, and interactions of

education with parental education, IQ, and school quality characteristics.   They estimate these82

models excluding and including family fixed effects.  The latter specifications are perhaps the most

interesting aspect of their work, since in these models the direct or main effects of family background

are held constant.  As one would expect from the discussion of sibling and twin models in Section II,

measurement error plays a potentially important role in the within-family models: Altonji and Dunn
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develop estimates of the likely magnitude of the attenuation biases that arise in these models and

interpret their estimates accordingly.

Altonji and Dunn's results suggest that higher school quality, as measured by spending per

pupil, average teacher salaries, or a composite index, raises the return to education.  With respect to

family background and ability their results are less conclusive.  In some of their models that include

family fixed effects they find that higher mother's education raises the return to education, although

in other samples and specifications the effects are weak and even opposite-signed.  Like the earlier

literature, they find small and unsystematic effects of parental education on the returns to education

in models that exclude family fixed effects.  The effects of IQ on the return to education are generally

positive (but imprecisely estimated) in the within-family models but negative in the models that

exclude family effects.

Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998) also analyze the effects of family background on the returns

to schooling for identical twins.  Consistent with Altonji and Dunn, their estimates of the interactions

between parental education and the difference in schooling between identical twins are positive but

imprecise.  

Finally, Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998) present some interesting evidence on the existence of

declining marginal returns to schooling (i.e., concavity in the relationship between log earnings and

schooling at the individual level).  They augment a simple within-family differenced earnings equation

for identical twins with an interaction between the twins' average education and their difference in

education.  In the context of the model represented by equation (15) the coefficient on this interaction
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     Assuming equal abilities for identical twins, equation (15) implies that )log y  = b)S  - 1/283
i i i

k (S  - S )  .  b)S  - k S)S  , where S  is the average education of the twins in family i.1 i1 i2 i i 1 i i i
2 2 G G

is an estimate of the coefficient k .    Ashenfelter and Rouse find that returns to schooling decline1
83

with the average level of schooling -- from about 0.12 at 9 years of schooling to 0.08 at 16 years of

schooling -- although the gradient is not precisely measured.  Such direct evidence of a declining

marginal return to schooling supports the interpretation of the IV estimators in Table 4 as yielding

estimates of the marginal return to schooling for people who would otherwise have below-average

schooling outcomes (relative to the population analyzed in each study).

This brief review suggests three main conclusions.  First, the return to education is related to

some observable covariates, such as race, school quality, family background measures, and perhaps

measured ability.  Second, factors such as race, school quality, and mother's education that are

associated with higher returns to education are also generally associated with higher levels of

education.  These patterns are compatible with an optimizing model of school quality in which

individuals are more likely to choose higher levels of education if the return to education is higher.

Third, but more tentatively, individual returns to education are declining with the level of education.

IV. Conclusions

Taken as a whole, I believe that the recent literature on the returns to education points to five

key conclusions:

(1)  Consistent with the summary of the literature from the 1960s and 1970s by Griliches (1977,

1979) the average (or average marginal) return to education in a given population is not much below

the estimate that emerges from a simple cross-sectional regression of earnings on education.  The
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"best available" evidence from the latest studies of identical twins suggests a small upward bias (on

the order of 10 percent) in the simple OLS estimates.

(2)  Estimates of the return to schooling based on comparisons of brothers or fraternal twins contain

some positive ability bias, but less than the corresponding OLS estimates.  Ability differences appear

to exert relatively less influence on within-family schooling differences than on between-family

differences.

(3)  IV estimates of the return to education based on family background are systematically higher than

corresponding OLS estimates and probably contain a bigger upward ability bias than the OLS

estimates.

(4)  Returns to education vary across the population with such observable factors as school quality

and parental education.

(5)  IV estimates of the return to education based on interventions in the school system tend to be 20

percent or more above the corresponding OLS estimates.  While there are several competing

explanations for this finding, one plausible hypothesis is that the marginal returns to schooling for

certain subgroups of the population -- particularly those subgroups whose schooling decisions are

most affected by structural innovations in the schooling system -- are somewhat higher than the

average marginal returns to education in the population as a whole. 

While research over the past decade has made genuine progress on the question of the causal

effect of education, it may be useful to conclude with a brief list of related topics that have not been

as thoroughly addressed.  One unresolved question is whether the private return to education -- which

is the focus of the microeconometric work surveyed here -- is equal to, bigger, or smaller than the

social return.  This question lay at the center of the growth accounting controversy that stimulated
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     See Topel (1998) for a summary of the this literature with an emphasis on human capital84

issues.

     Tyler et al's (1998) research design underscores the value of detailed institutional knowledge85

in helping to untangle causal mechanisms in the labor market.  The GED certificate is awarded in
lieu of high school graduation for successful completion of a test.  In some states, however, the
required test score to earn a GED is lower, allowing one to test whether the certificate itself is
rewarded in the labor market, or only the underlying "knowledge".  Tyler et al's results suggest
that the certificate itself is important, since people with the same scores who would earn the

much of the modern literature on the return to education, and has re-emerged in the past decade with

the return of interest in sources of long-run economic growth.  Indeed, much of the "new" growth

theory focusses on the possible existence of significant externalities to education.   The study of84

market-level externalities is obviously more difficult than the study of individual-level private returns

to education: there are no "identical twins" at the market level.  Nevertheless, some of the ideas that

underlie the quasi-experimental studies of the private return to education may be useful at the more

aggregate level.  For example, institutional changes in the school system may lead to shifts in the

relative supply of better-educated workers in one area relative to another that can be used to

construct market-level quasi-experimental contrasts. 

A second (and related) question is whether the private return to education operates through

a homogeneous shift in the productivity of better-educated workers, or through a more complex

mechanism, such as differential access to different types of jobs.  Some authors interpret the research

on sheepskin effects described in Section I as distinguishing between these alternatives (see e.g.

Weiss, 1995).  An innovative study of the market returns to a General Educational Development

(GED) certificate by Tyler et al (1998) suggests that credentials per se have a significant value in the

U.S. labor market, while other work (e.g. Cameron and Heckman, 1993) and has questioned this

hypothesis.85
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degree in one state but not another appear to earn more when they have the degree.  

A third question that has received renewed interest in the recent literature is how returns to

education vary with observable characteristics, such as family background, school quality, ability, or

location.  One worthy goal of future research is to develop a better understanding of the extent to

which the effects of permanent characteristics like family background on the returns to education

"explain" their effects on educational attainment.  A loftier goal is to understand the joint

determination of schooling attainment and other endogenous outcomes like location or occupation

in the context of a structural model of schooling and earnings determination.

A final issue that I have ignored in this chapter is variation in the returns to education over

time: either for the economy as a whole, or for fixed cohorts of individuals.  Over the past 15 years

the conventionally- measured return to education has risen by 35-50 percent (see Autor et al, 1997,

or Katz and Autor, 1998).  Relative to these shifts, the ability biases that are the focus of the literature

reviewed here seem very modest in magnitude.  Nevertheless, some authors have argued that changes

over time in the overall return to education may be driven in part by changes in the magnitude of the

ability bias components (e.g. Taber, 1998; and Cawley et al, 1998).  Some of the methods developed

to study the extent of ability bias in a cross-sectional data set can be extended to panel data, offering

the possibility of modelling time-varying ability biases.
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Appendix

A.  OLS Estimation of a Random Coefficients Model

Let y denote a (scalar) outcome variable that is related to a k-dimensional covariate X through a

linear regression model with random intercept " and random slope coefficients $:

(A1) y  =  "  +  X'$  + u

   =  "  +  X'$  +  ("-") +  X'($-$)  +  u,G G G G

where " and $ denote the means of " and $, respectively, and E [X'u] = 0.  Denote the linearG G

projections of " and $ on X by:

(A2a) "-"  =  8'(X-X)  +  v  ,G G
1

(A2b) $-$  =  R (X-X)  +  v  ,G G
2

where E[X'v ] = E[X'v ] = 0 (by definition of 8 and R).  Using these definitions,1 2

E[ ($-$)(X-X)' ]  =  R E [ (X-X)(X-X)' ]  =  R var[X] ,G G G G

and therefore

cov [ X, X'($-$) ]  =  E [ (X-X)($-$)'X ]G G G

  =  E [ (X-X)($-$)' ( X + (X-X) ) ] G G G G

  =  var[X] R'X   +  D  ,G

where 

D  =  E [ (X-X)(X-X)'($-$) ] .G G G

The probability limit of the OLS estimator of $ for equation (A1) is thereforeG

var[X]  cov[X,y]  =  var[X]  · { var[X]$ + var[X] 8 + var[X]R'X + D } .-1 -1 G

  =  $  +  8  +  R'X +  Var[X]  D  .G -1
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Notice that if X and $ are jointly symmetrically distributed then D = 0.  In this case the probability

limit of the OLS regression coefficient is just

(A3) plim ($ )  =  $  +  8  +  R'X  .ols
G

B.   IV Estimation of a Random Coefficients Model

Consider the estimation of equation (A1) when a set of instruments Z is available with the property

that

(A3a)  E[ ("-") | Z ] = 0 ,G

(A3b)  E[ ($-$) | Z ] = 0 .G

Assuming that Z includes a vector of constants, denote the reduced form projection of X on Z by

(A4)   X  =  AZ  +  v .

Finally, assume that

(A5a)   E[u|X,Z] = 0 ,  E[v|Z] = 0  , 

(A5b)   E["-"|X,Z]  =  8 'X  +  8 'Z ,G
x z

(A5c)   E[$-$|X,Z]  =  R  X  +  R Z .G
x z

Assumption (A5a) strengthens the orthogonality conditions defining the error components u and v

into assumptions on conditional expectations.  Assumptions (A5b) and (A5c) specify that the

conditional expectations of " and $ are linear in X and Z.  Under these assumptions,

0  =  E["-"|Z]  =  E[ 8 '( AZ + v )  + 8 'Z | Z ]G
x z

        =  ( 8 'A +  8 ' ) Z ,x z

implying that  8 ' =  - 8 'A .  Similarlyz x
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0  =  E[$-$|Z]  =  E[ R ( AZ + v )  + R Z | Z ]G
x z

         = ( R A +  R  ) Z ,x z

implying that R  =  - R A .  Substituting (A5b) and (A5c) into (A1) and taking expections conditionalz x

on (X,Z) yields:

(A6)  E[y|X,Z]  =  "  +  X'$ +  8 'X  +  8 'Z  +  X'( R X + R Z )G G
x z x z

    =  "  +  X'$ +  8  ( X - AZ ) + X'R  ( X - AZ ) .G G
x x

    =  "  +  X'$ +  8  v  +  X'R  v .G G
x x

Using standard arguments, (A6) implies that consistent estimates of $ can be obtained from a "control

function" estimator that includes X, v (the residual from a regression of X on Z) and interactions of^

X and v (see also Garen, 1984).  Notice that if $ is constant then the control function is simply v,^ ^

yielding the conventional IV estimator.  (In this case the preceding assumptions can be weakened by

replacing the expectations operator in equations (A3) and (A5) by the linear projection operator).

C. Measurement Error in a Bivariate Regression Model 

Consider a bivariate regression model

(A7) y  =  X b   +  X b   +  u,1 1 2 2

where X  and X  are measured with error.  Denote the observed value of X  by  X  (i=1,2), and1 2 i i
o

assume that

X   =  X   +  ,  ,1 1 1
o

X   =  X   +  ,  ,2 2 2
o

where E[X, ]=E[, , ]=0.  Let R  and R  denote the reliability ratios of X  and X , respectively,i j 1 2 1 2 1 2

where
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R   /  cov[X    , X ] / var[X ] .i 1 i i
o

Finally, consider the auxiliary regressions

(A8a) X   =  X  a   +  X  a  +  v ,  1 1 11 2 12 1
o o

(A8b) X   =  X  a   +  X  a  +  v ,2 1 21 2 22 2
o o

where v  is orthogonal to X  and X  for i=1,2.   The coefficients of these regressions can be expressedi 1 2

in terms of the variances of the observed X's, the reliability ratios, and D, the correlation of X  and1
o

X .  2
o

If y is regressed on the observed X's:

y  =  X  c   +  X  c  +  e, 1 1 2 2
o o

the regression coefficients will equal

c  = b  a  + b  a  ,1 1 11 2 21

c  = b  a  + b  a  .2 1 12 2 22

It is easy to show that:

                           R  - D                1 - R           cov [ X  , X  ]1 2 1 2
2 o o

(A9a):  c   =  b   ))))))     +   b     )))))   ×         ))))))))))        ,1 1 2

                           1 - D                 1 - D              var [X  ]2 2 o
1

                           R  - D                1 - R           cov [X  , X  ]2 1 1 2
2 o o

(A9b):  c   =  b   ))))))     +   b   )))))    ×        ))))))))))        .2 2 1   

                           1 - D                 1 - D               var [X  ]2 2 o
2
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Table 1: Estimated Education Coefficients from Standard Human Capital Earnings
Function Fit to Hourly Wages, Annual Earnings, and Various Measures of Hours for
Men and Women in March 1994-96 Current Population Survey

S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q
                                   Dependent Variable:
              S)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q
                Log Hourly   Log Hours   Log Weeks  Log Annual  Log Annual 
                 Earnings    per Week    per Year     Hours      Earnings
                   (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)
S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q

A.  Men

Education         0.100       0.018       0.025       0.042       0.142 
Coefficient      (0.001)     (0.001)     (0.001)     (0.001)     (0.001)

R-squared         0.328       0.182       0.136       0.222       0.403

B.  Women

Education         0.109       0.022       0.034       0.056       0.165 
Coefficient      (0.001)     (0.001)     (0.001)     (0.001)     (0.001)

R-squared         0.247       0.071       0.074       0.105       0.247

S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q
Notes: Table reports estimated coefficient of linear education term in model
that also includes cubic in potential experience and an indicator for non-white
race.  Samples include men and women age 16-66 who report positive wage and
salary earnings in the previous year.  Hourly wage is constructed by dividing
wage and salary earnings by the product of weeks worked and usual hours per week.
Data for individuals whose wage is under $2.00 or over $150.00 (in 1995 dollars)
are dropped.  Sample sizes are: 102,639 men and 95,309 women.



 Table 2: Effects of Parental Education on Completed Schooling
 S)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q
                           Father's       Mother's
                          Education      Education      R-squared
 S)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q
 By Race and Gender:

    1.  White Men           0.23           0.20           0.26
        (N=7,330)          (0.01)         (0.01)

    2.  White Women         0.20           0.21           0.32
        (N=8,547)          (0.01)         (0.01)

    3.  Black Men           0.18           0.22           0.33
        (N=705)            (0.03)         (0.04)

    4.  Black Women         0.09           0.22           0.28
        (N=1,030)          (0.02)         (0.03)

 Men (All Races) By Birth Cohort:

    5.  Born Before 1920    0.25           0.22           0.23
        (N=430)            (0.05)         (0.05)

    6.  Born 1920-1934      0.26           0.24           0.22
        (N=1,590)          (0.03)         (0.03)

    7.  Born 1935-1944      0.24           0.24           0.26
        (N=1,785)          (0.02)         (0.02)

    8.  Born 1945-1954      0.22           0.19           0.23
        (N=2,482)          (0.02)         (0.02)

    9.  Born 1955-1964      0.26           0.11           0.23
        (N=1,593)          (0.02)         (0.02)

 Women (All Races) By Birth Cohort:

    10. Born Before 1920    0.21           0.25           0.29
       (N=492)             (0.04)         (0.04)

    11. Born 1920-1934      0.19           0.25           0.28
       (N=1,936)           (0.02)         (0.02)

    12. Born 1935-1944      0.17           0.23           0.25
       (N=2,112)           (0.02)         (0.02)

    13. Born 1945-1954      0.19           0.18           0.25
       (N=2,911)           (0.01)         (0.02)

    14. Born 1955-1964      0.20           0.20           0.26
       (N=1,960)           (0.01)         (0.02)
 S)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q
 Notes: Dependent variable in all models is years of completed
        education.  Samples include individuals age 24-64 in the
        1972-96 General Social Survey with valid information on 
        their own and both parents' education.  Models in rows 1-4
        include quadratic functions of respondent's age and birth
        year, in addition to father's and mother's education.  Models
        in rows 5-14 include only a linear age term.



Table 3:  Summary of Models, Estimation Methods, and Probability Limits of Estimators

S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q

    Model                       Additional Assumptions        Estimating Equation    Probability Limit of Estimator
S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q
I. Ordinary Least Squares

    y = a  + bS  - 1/2k S          (a ,b ,S ) jointly symmetric    y  = c + b S          b :  $ + 8  + R S ,  $ = b - k Si 0 i 1 i i i i i ols i ols 0 0 1
G 2 G G G G G

       + a  + (b -b)S with measurement errori i i
G

    a  = 8 (S -S) + u b :  R  {$ + 8  + R S } , R  = reliability of Si 0 i i ols 0 0 0 0 i
G G G

    b  = b + R (S -S) + vi 0 i i
G G

IIa. Instrumental Variables

    y = a  + bS  - 1/2k S         (a) E[0 |Z ] = 0      S = BZ  + >  b :  $ i 0 i 1 i i i i i i iv
G 2 G

       + a  + (b -b)S                (b) E[a |Z ] = 0                y = c + b Si i i i i i iv i
G ^

    S  = BZ  + > (c) E[(b -b)|Z ] = 0i i i i i
G

(d) E[(b -b) |Z ] = Fi i b
G 2 2

(e) E[> |b ] = D (b -b) i i 1 i
G

IIb. Control Function

    Same as IIa (a) - (c) above plus      S = BZ  + >   b :  $ i i i cf
G

         (d) E[a |S ,Z ] = 8 S  + 8 'Z y = c + b S  + e >  + e S >  i i i 1 i z i i cf i 0 i 1 i i
^ ^

    (e) E[b |S ,Z ] = R  S  + R  Z  i i i 1 i z i

III. Family Background Models

    y = a  + bS  - 1/2k S          (a ,b ,S ,F ) jointly y  = c + b S  + gF  b :  $ + 8  + R S i 0 i 1 i i i i i i biv i i biv 1 1
G 2 G G

       + a  + (b -b)S symmetric     OR   g:  8  + R S i i i 2 2
G G

    a  = 8 (S -S) + 8 (F -F) + u S  = B F  + e  b :  $ + 8  + R S + (8  + R S)/Bi 1 i 2 i i i F i i iv 1 1 2 2 F
G G G G G

    b  = b + R (S -S) + R (S -S) + v  y  = c + b S with measurement errori 1 i 2 i i i iv i
G G G ^

    D  = correlation (S ,F ) b :  R { $ + 8  + R S }, R  = (R  -D )/(1 - D)i i biv 1 1 1 1 0
G G

IV. Sibling/Twin Models

    y  = a  + b S  - 1/2k  S  (a ,b ,S ,S ) jointly  y  = c  + J S  + J S  J :  $ + 8  + R S  ,  J : 8  + R S  ij 0 ij 1 ij ij ij i1 i2 i1 1 11 i1 12 i2 11 11 11 1 12 12 12 1
G G G G

          + a  + (b -b)S  symmetric   y  = c  + J S  + J S  J :  $ + 8  + R S  ,  J : 8  + R S  ij ij ij i2 2 21 i1 22 i2 22 22 22 2 21 21 21 2
G G G G

    a  = 8 (S -S ) ij j1 i1 1
G

         + 8 (S -S ) + u  j2 i2 2 ij
G

    b  = b + R (S -S )            above plus 8 =8 ; R =R ; as above J  = J :  $ + 8  + R S ij j1 i1 1 12 21 12 21 11 22 11 11
G G G G

          + R (S -S ) + v 8 =8 ; R =R ; S =S =S   OR J  = J :  8  + R S  j2 i2 2 ij 11 22 11 22 1 2 12 21 12 12
G G G G G

j=1,2 "exchangeable" )y  = J )S J :  $ + 8  - 8  + (R  - R )S i ) i ) 11 12 11 12
G G

with measurement error

J :  R  { $ + 8  - 8  + (R  - R )S } ) ) 11 12 11 12
G G

R  = reliability of )S  ) i

S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q



Table 4:  OLS and IV Estimates of the Return to Education with Instruments Based on Features
           of the School System
S)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
                                                                                   Schooling Coefficients 
                                                                                   )))))))))))))))))))))Q
   Author            Sample and Instrument                                             OLS          IV  
S)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
1. Angrist and      1970 and 1980 Census Data, Men.        1920-29 cohort in 1970     0.070        0.101 
   Krueger (1991)   Instruments are quarter of birth                                 (0.000)      (0.033)
                    interacted with year of birth.
                    Controls include quadratic in          1930-39 cohort in 1980     0.063        0.060
                    age and indicators for race,                                     (0.000)      (0.030)
                    marital status, urban residence. 
                                                           1940-49 cohort in 1980     0.052        0.078
                                                                                     (0.000)      (0.030)

2. Staiger and      1980 Census, Men.  Instruments are     1930-39 cohort in 1980     0.063        0.098 
   Stock (1997)     quarter of birth interacted with                                 (0.000)      (0.015)
                    state and year of birth.  Controls
                    are same as in Angrist and Krueger,    1940-49 cohort in 1980     0.052        0.088
                    plus indicators for state of birth.                              (0.000)      (0.018)
                    LIML estimates.

3. Kane and         NLS Class of 1972, Women.              Models without test        0.080        0.091 
   Rouse (1993)     Instruments are tuition at 2 and       score or parental         (0.005)      (0.033)
                    4-year state colleges and distance     education 
                    to nearest college.  Controls
                    include race, part-time status,        Models with test scores    0.063        0.094                         
experience.                            and parental education    (0.005)      (0.042)
                    Note: Schooling measured in units
                    of college credit equivalents.

4. Card (1995b)     NLS Young Men (1966 Cohort)            Models that use college    0.073        0.132 
                    Instrument is an indicator for         proximity as instrument   (0.004)      (0.049)
                    a nearby 4-year college in 1966,       (1976 earnings)
                    or the interaction of this with
                    parental education.  Controls          Models that use college      --         0.097                         
include race, experience (treated      proximity × family back-               (0.048)
                    as endogenous), region, and            ground as instrument
                    parental education.

5. Conneely and     Finnish men who served in the          Models that exclude        0.085        0.110 
   Uusitalo         army in 1982, and were working         parental education        (0.001)      (0.024)
   (1997)           full time in civilian jobs in          and earnings
                    1994.  Administrative earnings
                    and education data.  Instrument        Models that include        0.083        0.098
                    is living in university town in        parental education        (0.001)      (0.035)
                    1980.  Controls include quadratic      and earnings
                    in experience and parental



                    education and earnings.
                                                          

6. Maluccio (1997)  Bicol Multipurpose Survey (rural       Models that do not         0.073        0.145
                    Philippines): male and female wage     control for selection     (0.011)      (0.041)
                    earners age 20-44 in 1994, whose       of employment status
                    families were interviewed in 1978.     or location
                    Instruments are distance to nearest
                    high school and indicator for local    Models with selection      0.063        0.113  
                    private high school.  Controls         correction for            (0.006)      (0.033)
                    include quadratic in age and           location and employment
                    indicators for gender and residence    status
                    in a rural community.

7. Harmon and       British Family Expenditure Survey                                 0.061        0.153 
   Walker (1995)    1978-86 (men). Instruments are                                   (0.001)      (0.015)
                    indicators for changes in the
                    minimum school leaving age in
                    1947 and 1973.  Controls include
                    quadratic in age, survey year,
                    and region.
S)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
Notes: see text for sources and information on individual studies.



Table 5:  Estimates of the Return to Education With and Without Controlling for Family 
           Background, and IV Estimates Using Family Background

S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q

                                                                             OLS Coefficients:
                                                                           ))))))))))))))))))))      IV
   Author           Sample and Family Background Variable(s)                No Control  Control  Coefficient
S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q

1. Card (1995b)     NLS Young Men (see Table 3).  Family                      0.073      0.069       0.084
                    background variables are both parents'                   (0.006)    (0.006)     (0.009)
                    education (main effects and interactions)
                    plus family structure.  See note a.

2. this paper       General Social Survey of adult household   Men            0.073      0.067       0.106  
                    heads age 24-61, 1974-96 data.  Annual     (N=7,860)     (0.003)    (0.003)     (0.007)
                    earnings (imputed from categorical data).
                    Controls include cubic in age, race,       Women          0.112      0.113       0.110
                    survey year and region.  Family back-      (N=7,500)     (0.004)    (0.004)     (0.011)
                    ground variable is mother's education.

3. Conneely and     Finnish male veterans (see Table 3).                      0.085      0.082       0.114
   Uusitalo         Family background variable is parent's                   (0.001)    (0.001)     (0.006)
   (1997)           education.

4. Ashenfelter      NLS Young Men (1966 Cohort) merged with    Brother 1,     0.059      0.052       0.080 
   and Zimmerman    NLS Older Men.  Family background          using other   (0.014)    (0.015)     (0.027)
   (1997)           variables are brother's or father's        brother's
                    education.  Controls include quadratic     education
                    in age.
                                                               Sons, using    0.057      0.049       0.109
                                                               father's      (0.009)    (0.009)     (0.025)
                                                               education

5. Miller et al     Australian Twins Register (male and        No allowance   0.064      0.048         --  
   (1995)           female identical twins). Income imputed    for measure-  (0.002)    (0.003)
                    from occupation.  Family background        ment error
                    variable is twin's education.
                    Controls include quadratic in age          IV using       0.073      0.078         --
                    and marital status.                        twin's report (0.003)    (0.009)
                                                               (See note b).

6. Ashenfelter      1991-93 Princeton Twins Survey (men and    No allowance   0.102      0.092         --
   and Rouse        women).  Identical twins.  Family back-    for measure-  (0.010)      -- 



   (1998)           ground variable is twin's education.       ment error
                    Controls include gender, race, and
                    quadratic in age.                          IV using       0.112      0.108         --
                                                               twin's report    --        --   
                                                               (See note b).

7. Isacsson         Swedish Twins Registry (men and women).    Identical      0.046      0.040       0.055
   (1997)           Same-sex twins born 1926-58.               twins         (0.001)      --        (0.002)
                    Administrative earnings data (average
                    of three years).  Family background        Fraternal      0.047      0.046       0.054
                    variable is other twin's education.        twins         (0.001)      --        (0.002)

S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q

Notes: See text for sources and information on individual studies.
      
     a. In this study the IV specification treats education and experience as endogenous and uses
        family background variables and age as instruments.

     b. In these specifications each twin's education is instrumented by the other twin's report of their
        education.



Table 6:  Cross-Sectional and Within-Family Differenced Estimates of the Return to Education for Twins

S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q

                                                                        Cross-         Differenced
                                                                       Sectional   ))))))))))))))))))))
   Author           Sample and Specification                             OLS          OLS         IV
S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q

1. Ashenfelter      1991-93 Princeton Twins Survey.     Basic           0.110        0.070       0.088
   and Rouse        Identical male and female twins.    Controls       (0.010)      (0.019)     (0.025)
   (1998)           Basic controls include quadratic 
                    in age, gender and race.  Added     Basic +         0.113        0.078       0.100
                    controls include tenure, marital    Added          (0.010)      (0.018)     (0.023)
                    status and union status.            Controls

2. Rouse (1997)     1991-95 Princeton Twins Survey.                     0.105        0.075       0.110
                    Identical male and female twins.                   (0.008)      (0.017)     (0.023)
                    Basic controls as above.

3. Miller et al     Australian Twins Register.          Identical       0.064        0.025       0.048
   (1995)           Identical and fraternal twins.      Twins          (0.002)      (0.005)     (0.010)
                    Controls include quadratic in    
                    age, gender, marital status.        Fraternal       0.066        0.045       0.074
                    Incomes imputed from occupation.    Twins          (0.002)      (0.005)     (0.008)

4. Behrman et al    NAS-NRC white male twins born       Identical       0.071        0.035       0.056
   (1994)           1917-27, plus male twins born       Twins          (0.002)      (0.005)        --
                    1936-55 from Minnesota Twins
                    Registry.  Controls include         Fraternal       0.073        0.057       0.071
                    quadratic in age.  See note a.      Twins          (0.003)      (0.005)        --

5. Isacsson         Swedish same-sex twins with         Identical       0.049        0.023       0.024
   (1997)           both administrative and             Twins          (0.002)      (0.004)     (0.008)
                    survey measures of schooling.
                    Controls include sex, marital       Fraternal       0.051        0.040       0.054
                    status, quadratic in age, and       Twins          (0.002)      (0.003)     (0.006)
                    residence in a large city.
                    See note b.

6. Isacsson         Swedish same-sex twins.             Identical       0.046        0.022    0.027 / 0.060
   (1997)           Controls as above.  See note c.     Twins          (0.001)      (0.002)  (0.003) (0.007)
                    
                                                        Fraternal       0.047        0.039    0.044 / 0.060
                                                        Twins          (0.002)      (0.002)  (0.002) (0.003)



S))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))Q

Notes: See text for sources and information on individual studies.
      
     a. These authors do not report IV estimates.  However, they report an estimate of the reliability of 
        the difference in schooling for identical twins of 0.62 (Berman et al, 1994, Table 4).  The IV 
        estimate for identical twins is the differenced estimate divided by 0.62.  They do not report
        an estimate of reliability for fraternal twins.  The IV estimate for fraternal twins is the 
        differenced estimate divided by 0.80.  

     b. In one set of IV estimates the difference in registry-based estimates of schooling is instrumented
        by the difference in survey-based measures.  In the other set the difference in survey-based 
        estimates of schooling is instrumented by the difference in registry-based measures.  

     c. The IV estimates reported in this row are constructed by assuming that the reliability of schooling
        is 0.095 (yielding the low estimates of the within-family return to schooling) or 0.085 (yielding
        the high estimates).


